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1. Introduction

Our question posed for and used as title of the special issue ‘Hide and Seek of Soil
Microbes’–Who is Where with Whom and Why? can be considered as the central paradigm of
soil microbial ecology, covering and embracing all relevant aspects and topics.

• Soil is life!
• Soil, the solid matrix of all terrestrial ecosystems: the most complex, diverse and

heterogeneous ecosystem, harboring plenty of micro-niches and hot spots for microor-
ganisms (Who is Where?)

• Soil, the source of life, which is subjected to environmental stressors, especially within
the context of anthropogenic-driven challenges. Soil microbes, the microbial inhab-
itants of soil, live in complex, diverse consortia. They drive all biogeochemical pro-
cesses, and they are involved in all nutrient cycles (Who is with Whom and Why?)

Although technical innovations boost soil scientists’ opportunities to assess soil ecosys-
tems and ask big questions, fundamental focus points remain and require attention more
than ever:

• Experimental design and sampling strategy. Although addressed previously, there
are things to remember and far more things to uncover and to take home. Spatial het-
erogeneity in particular is still rarely considered in the set-up of scientific experiments.

• Microbial diversity. Ecological hypotheses involve the observation of species number.
The current methodology does not necessarily provide this information. Likewise, the
controversially discussed analysis of relative abundance data needs validation and
scientific awareness.

• Functions. Omics benefit soil science. However, understanding the soil ecosys-
tem from a mechanistic point of view differs from what recent research has termed
´function´. Functioning implies malfunctioning, thereby reducing the soil ecosystem
to a system providing a service. For comprehension, coherent and precise definitions
are indispensable. In addition, the precious information provided by sophisticated
methods warrants critical discussion to draw relevant conclusions.

2. ‘Hide and Seek of Soil Microbes—Who Is Where with Whom and Why?’

In light of the above, this special issue was introduced with the aim of opening a vivid
discussion on the following topics:

• Adequate experimental design for representative study of soil ecosystems;
• Possibilities and limitations of observing microbial diversity;
• Possibilities and limitations of data analysis and their impact on ecological conclusions;
• Microbial spatial heterogeneity across different scales;
• How to observe microbial niche partitioning and occupation;
• Soil ecosystems, soil microbial communities, and their ´function´. In what sense can

microbes, microbial communities and ecosystems have a function?

Appl. Sci. 2022, 12, 7693. https://doi.org/10.3390/app12157693 https://www.mdpi.com/journal/applsci1
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This special issue represents a concise and strong scientific reaction to our ques-
tions posed, with three Regular Full Length Research Articles ([1] cited by 1, viewed by
474; [2] cited by 1, viewed by 878, and [3] cited by 28, viewed by 2772), and two Review
Articles ([4] viewed by 911; and [5] cited by 3, viewed by 1038). Various topics related to
our posed questions—in general or in particular—have been addressed.

The first paper, authored by M. Zottele, J. Mayerhofer, H. Embleton, K. Wechselberger,
J. Enkerli, and H. Strasser [1], presents an impressive and promising example of biological
pest control of Diabrotica populations (corn rootworm, Diabrotica v. virgifera-Coleoptera,
Chrysomelidae) using inundative mass application of Metarhizium brunneum BIPESCO
5 (Hypocreales, Clavicipitaceae). This case study points out the importance of a strong
experimental design (long-term field studies with different cultivation techniques and
infestation rates) and concludes, supported by the obtained data, that crop rotation remains
the option of choice for rapid pest population decline at high pest densities [1].

In the second paper, the authors S.D. Veresoglou, L. Grünfeld, and M. Mola, [2]
address how soil spatial structures in plant mesocosms, i.e., habitat connectance and habitat
quality, alter the predictability/stochasticity of the community composition of arbuscular
mycorrhizal fungi (AMF). This is one of very few studies experimentally quantifying
how micro-landscape structures increase the stochasticity of AMF communities. Thus,
micro-landscape structures could support the persistence of less competitive species in
the ecosystem. This is particularly meaningful in the case of AMF, which are poorly
researched in this regard, as their presence/absence might determine the establishment
of plant individuals in the ecosystem. Overall, the authors provided evidence that the
community structure of AMF is less responsive to spatiotemporal manipulations than root
colonization rates, which is a facet of the symbiosis that is currently poorly understood.

The third paper, authored by C. Sansupa, S.F.M. Wahdan, S. Hossen, T. Disayathanoowat,
T. Wubet, and W. Purahong [3], presents, for the first time, the successful application of the
FAPROTAX database, originally developed for marine ecosystems, to the soil ecosystem,
providing evidence about its potential as a powerful tool for predicting ecological relevant
functions of soil bacterial and archaeal taxa derived from 16S rRNA amplicon sequencing.
The authors conclude that although FAPROTAX cannot predict the function of all detected
taxa, it is capable of a fast-functional screening or grouping of 16S bacterial data derived
from any ecosystem. It was suggested that additional datasets of both the taxonomy and
functional references could further improve the database, thereby increasing the number of
functionally assigned OTUs derived from 16S rRNA. The innovative aspect and scientific
relevance of this study [3] is confirmed by the huge number of records (28 citations;
2772 views) within the first months after the release of our special issue.

In this special issue, next to the beforementioned case studies, there are two Review
Articles, one critically discussing ‘Methods for Studying Bacterial–Fungal Interactions in
the Microenvironments of Soil’ [4], and the other focusing on ‘Thermodynamics of Soil
Microbial Metabolism: Applications and Functions’ [5].

The review by E. Mandolini, M. Probst and U. Peintner [4] perfectly matches with one
of the Guest Editors’ desired expectations, being among the driving forces for editing this
special issue. The review focused on microscale variations in soil properties constraining
the distribution of fungi and bacteria, and to the extent of their interactions and conse-
quent behavior and ecological roles. The review points out that a realistic assessment
and understanding of bacterial–fungal interactions is only possible by considering the
spatiotemporal complexity of their microenvironments. The authors succeeded in further
raising awareness of this important aspect by critically and extensively discussing possible
methodologies, embracing culture-dependent and culture-independent tools along with
suggesting new applications of current technologies to answer newly formulated research
questions, in order to better glimpse the intricate lives of microorganisms.

Furthermore, the second review, authored by N. Barros [5], perfectly satisfies the Guest
Editors’ expectations by introducing an innovative approach for studying soil microbiota.
The review presents the state of the art of the very intriguing and promising approach
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of characterizing the thermodynamics of soil microbial metabolism as a potential tool for
the in-depth assessment and comprehension of their strategies for survival, as well as
defining their evolutionary state. The author pinpoints the fact that the still unexplored role
of microbial diversity—using the energy from the soil organic substrates, and, therefore,
the who, where, with whom, and why of managing that energy—could be assessed by
unraveling the nature of the soil organic substrates and by monitoring the energy released
by the soil microbial metabolism (decomposition vs. assimilation of soil organic substrates).
Moreover, the author is right that soil organic content/matter needs differentiation in order
to explain the soil carbon cycle in a more appropriate, meaningful and detailed manner.

3. Conclusions and Outlook

There is still a long way to go, and a lot of research to do, so as to adequately—if
it is possible at all (?)—answer the fundamental questions posed in the present special
issue. As partially shown in our special issue (recent case studies and reviews), molecular
microbial ecology, i.e., its available tools and those continuously evolving, no doubt has
the potential to further enlighten the (still) black box, soil. In this regard, e.g., the discrimi-
natory study of the extracellular (exDNA) and intracellular (iDNA) fractions of the total
environmental DNA pool (eDNA), might be a promising approach to (i) further increase
the overall information stored about microbiota in soil, e.g., [6], and other environments [7],
including specific habitats such as deadwood [8], and (ii) to correctly interpret, critically
discuss, and draw relevant conclusions of DNA-based results. Moreover, in the era of
culture-independent high-throughput molecular analyses coupled with advanced ecolog-
ical networking via bioinformatics, the basic, defining steps of any experiment must be
taken seriously and correctly, i.e., the experimental design including sampling strategy, soil
storage and DNA extraction methods (reviewed by [9,10]). Furthermore, culture-dependent
methods (classical microbiology) must not be neglected, and efforts have to be made to
increase the number of cultivable microorganisms for further characterization. In fact, the
combination of culture-dependent and culture-independent analyses of soil microbiota,
and that of all other ecosystems, including aquatic systems, is recommended now more
than ever, and can be considered key to the in-depth answer to the question: Who is Where
with Whom and Why?
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Abstract: Inundative mass application of Metarhizium brunneum BIPESCO 5 (Hypocreales, Clavicip-
itaceae) is used for the biological control of Diabrotica v. virgifera (Coleoptera, Chrysomelidae).
Long-term field trials were performed in three Austrian maize fields—with different cultivation
techniques and infestation rates—in order to evaluate the efficacy of the treatment to control the
pest larvae. In addition, the indigenous Metarhizium spp. population structure was assessed to
compare the different field sites with BIPESCO 5 mass application. Annual application of the product
Granmet-PTM (Metarhizium colonized barley kernels) significantly increased the density of Metarhiz-
ium spp. in the treated soil above the upper natural background level of 1000 colony forming units
per gram dry weight soil. Although a decrease in the pest population over time was not achieved in
heavily infested areas, less damage occurred in treated field sites in comparison to control sites. The
Metarhizium population structure was significantly different between the treated field sites. Results
showed that inundative mass application should be repeated regularly to achieve good persistence of
the biological control agent, and indicated that despite intensive applications, indigenous populations
of Metarhizium spp. can coexist in these habitats. To date, crop rotation remains the method of choice
for pest reduction in Europe, however continuous and preventive application of M. brunneum may
also present an alternative for the successful biological control of Diabrotica.

Keywords: Metarhizium spp.; Diabrotica v. virgifera; inundative application; abundance;
population genetics

1. Introduction

The western corn root worm Diabrotica virgifera virgifera LeConte (Coleoptera,
Chrysomelidae), an accidentally introduced, but now firmly established maize pest, causes
major damage in maize growing areas in Austria, particularly in regions of Southeast Styria
with continuous maize cultivation. The application of the biocontrol agent Metarhizium
brunneum (Petch) against D. v. virgifera larvae has been investigated in a few studies [1–3],
but very limited data is available on long-term field trials using only the entomopathogenic
fungus (EPF) as insecticide against the maize pest Diabrotica. The inundative use of
Metarhizium aims at controlling the pest within a short period of time and the application
has to be repeated if the pest population increases again, because reproduction and/or
a permanent establishment of the fungus is not expected. This strategy is mostly used
for short-term crops where high population densities of the pest need to be controlled
to prevent damage [4]. Large amounts of the biocontrol agent are necessary to achieve a

Appl. Sci. 2021, 11, 9445. https://doi.org/10.3390/app11209445 https://www.mdpi.com/journal/applsci5
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control effect, as soil dwelling insects can only be infected by direct contact with spores.
However, annual field processing such as mechanical cultivating or ploughing bears the
risk of substantially diminishing the applied microbial agent [5,6]. It was suggested by
Rauch et al. [1], that the fungus should be applied preventively, before the pest has es-
tablished a large population, and pest pressure is still low (i.e., number of beetles should
not exceed the economic threshold value of approximately one beetle per ten plants for
continuous maize cultivation).

Soil is an extremely complex milieu, an environment with a high number of diverse
microorganisms [7,8]. The presence of a viable soil microbiota have an impact on the
persistence and/or efficacy of entomopathogenic fungi and vice versa. Therefore, studies
on diversity and distribution of soil inhabitants, especially Metarhizium, are requested and
further knowledge is needed [9–11]. The Metarhizium community is influenced by changes
in agricultural practice, e.g., abundance changes depending on the crop [10] as well as
on type of land-use [12]. After application in high doses, biocontrol agents are exposed
to resource restrictions and compete with the well-established indigenous microorgan-
isms [5] including native Metarhizium strains. Mayerhofer et al. [9,13] investigated effects of
M. brunneum-based control agents on microbial communities in pot and field experiments.
They found small effects in some treatments, but these were attributed to the product
formulation and not to the activity of the fungus itself. However, knowledge on microbial
interactions is still limited. Further studies are necessary to assess on the one hand possible
effects of mass application of specific strains on microbial communities [10,13], and on the
other hand how microbial communities may affect the establishment and development of
applied EPF strains.

In this study, we investigated whether long-term inundative mass application of the
biocontrol agent M. brunneum BIPESCO 5 improves the efficacy of this EPF to control
D. v. virgifera. In addition, the persistence of the application strain was evaluated with and
without the presence of target pest and in co-occurrence with the indigenous Metarhizium
species and genotypes. In Styria, the pest pressure was high at the beginning of our
investigations in 2012, the fungus was applied annually in a six-year long efficacy study to
investigate the long-term control effect of the fungus against the larvae of Diabrotica. In
addition, a preventive application strategy was tested in Tyrol, by annually applying the
product in a maize field in a noninfested area over a period of three years.

The necessary information was gained by isolation and cultivation of Metarhizium
species from the soil, by molecular genetic analyses of isolates, by evaluation of fungal and
pest densities, as well as by evaluation of effects on plant damage caused by larval feeding.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Field Sites and Cultivation

The field trials were performed in two fields in Styria (Bad Radkersburg) referred to as
“Styria 1” (46◦41′1.9608′′ N, 16◦1′6.7008′′ E) and “Styria 2” (46◦42′42.2028′′ N, 15◦55′51.798′′
E) and one field in Tyrol (Oberndorf/St. Johann in Tirol; 47◦30′23.1552′′ N, 12◦23′32.3844′′ E)
referred to as “Tyrol”. Both fields in Styria were 2.5 ha in size and 6.6 km apart; the field in
Tyrol was 13.5 ha in size. The soil type in all field sites was either a mixture of loamy sand and
loamy silt (Styria1, Tyrol) or loamy silt (Styria 2). The region Bad Radkersburg was known
for decade-long continuous maize cropping, before an official regulation on crop rotation
went into effect in 2019. This region is therefore heavily infested with D. v. virgifera since
2009 [1]. Thus, a natural population of Diabrotica could be expected in all experimental fields
and no artificial infestation with any stage of Diabrotica was carried out on either the trial or
control fields. Up to the start of this study D. v. virgifera has not infested the region Tyrol.
Consequently, preventive biological pest control in Tyrol was also carried out in the absence
of Diabrotica infestations.

While in the field Styria 1 maize and Cucurbita pepo L. var. styriaca were grown in
rotation (2012–2014, 2016, 2018 maize; 2015, 2017 pumpkin) in fields Styria 2 and Tyrol
maize was grown annually. All the fields were prepared according to common agricultural
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practice before sowing (i.e., seeding rate was 70,000 seeds ha−1 in all years. manure and
the mineral fertilizer NitramoncalTM (13.5% ammonium and 13.5% nitrate; Borealis L.A.T,
Austria) were used as fertilizing elements in April and May each).

Control field sites in Styria and Tyrol (both approx. 3.5 ha) were in close proximity
to the treated field sites (Styria 2 and Tyrol; <1500 m air distance) and cultivated with
maize annually. The following maize seed varieties were sown: Pharaonix RZ 480, Pioneer
Hi-Breed Services, in Styria until 2016, thereafter Mexini RZ 450, RAGT Saaten Österreich;
in Tyrol only ATLETICO RZ 280; KWS Austria Saat GmbH. was used. The seeding rate
in Tyrol was 80,000 seeds ha−1 in all years. Manure and DAP 18/46 (EuroChem Agro
GmbH, Germany, Mannheim) was used for fertilizing in April each year. The herbicide
Laudis® + Aspect® Pro (Bayer Agrar Austria, Austria, Vienna) was applied at a maize
growth stage of 13–15 according to the BBCH scale. More detailed agronomical information
on the field sites in Styria can also be found in the full paper of Rauch et al. [1]. Weather
stations located in the neighborhood of the experimental fields in Styria and Tyrol recorded
air temperature, precipitation, relative humidity, daily sunshine duration, and global
radiation throughout the whole study.

2.2. Treatment with M. brunneum

The entomopathogenic fungus M. brunneum strain BIPESCO 5 cultivated on barley
kernels and commercialized as GranMet-PTM (Agrifutur, Italy, Alfianello) was used for all
the treatments. The product, registered according to Article 53 of Regulation No. 1107/2009
of the European parliament and of the council (emergency situations in plant protection) in
Austria for Amphimallon solsitiale and Phyllopertha horticola control since 2006, was applied
using a RAUCH fertiliser spreader AXIS LTC [final dosage of 50 kg ha−1—corresponding
to 2 × 1012 colony forming units (CFU) per ha] and ploughed in the soil using a HORSCH
Terrano 5 FM cultivator to a final depth of 5–10 cm, before maize was sown. All field
sites were treated annually in spring throughout the years 2016–2018. Styria 2 was treated
annually since 2012, Styria 1 was treated once less with the product GranMet-PTM in
the same period due to inadequacies in operational management in 2014. Control sites
remained untreated. The quality of the applied active agent was confirmed each year by
assessing spore density, colonization ability, pureness, and strain identity [14].

2.3. Assessment of Metarhizium spp. Abundance in the Field

The abundance of the applied fungus in the soil was assessed by analyzing the
CFU from pooled soil samples taken with a soil corer three times a year (n = 9, sample
size ≥ 40 cores ha−1, drawn in a Z-shape across the field area). Sampling was done in
spring (before GranMet-PTM application), in midsummer and before harvesting. More
than 40 cores per ha were taken in a sandglass shape and pooled for each field before
analysis. At least one pooled sample was taken each sampling (ntotal = 90). Those samples
were processed after Längle et al. [14]. In short, the samples were sieved, diluted in 0.1%
(wt/vol) Tween® 80 and plated out in four parallels on selective Sabouraud−4%—Glucose
agar medium. Colonies morphological identified as Metarhizium spp. were counted after
incubation at 25 ◦C and 60% RH for two weeks and, based on the results, the CFU per
gram soil dry weight (CFU g−1 dry weight) were calculated.

2.4. Evaluation of the Control Efficacy of the Entomopathogen M. brunneum

Direct efficacy assessment is hardly possible due to the small size and fragile texture
of mycosed larvae. Instead, indirect methods were used: assessment of adult Diabrotica
emerging from soil and plant damage due to larval root feeding. The number of adult
beetles emerging from soil was assessed in all fields in 2016 and 2017 using the trap system
published by Rauch et al. [15] which covered an area of 1.1 m2, equal to 5 cut down maize
plants. Traps were installed in late June with a distance of 15 (Styria) and 35 (Tyrol) rows,
respectively. Per row up to eight trap systems were established, corresponding to a final
trap number of 50 traps per ha in Styria and 24 traps per ha in Tyrol. Emerging beetles
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were counted at least once a week until week 34 (Styria) and 37 (Tyrol). Additionally, PAL
Pheromon-sticky trap systems (CSALOMONTM, 1525 Budapest, Hungary) were installed
in Styria and Tyrol to monitor the number of beetles on the field sites in the region.

Plant damage was assessed one week before harvesting (in Styria calendar week
35, in Tyrol cw 37), according to BBCH coding 87–91 [16], after Rauch et al. [1], ranking
from completely upright (Class 1) to not harvestable due to lodging (Class 4). More than
3000 plants per site and year were assessed.

2.5. Genetic Identification of Metarhizium spp. Isolates

Two Metarhizium isolates were randomly selected for multilocus genotyping (MLG)
from plates used for CFU counting (n = 653). DNA extraction was performed after Kepler
et al. [17] using an ACME extraction buffer containing 0.05 g diatomaceous earth per 50 mL
extraction buffer. DNA extracts were stored at −20 ◦C until further use. Simple sequence
repeat (SSR) PCR was performed according to Mayerhofer et al. [18], using set I and V of
the published SSR marker sets (Ma2049, Ma2054, Ma2063, Ma195, Ma327, and Ma2287).
PCR products were examined using an ABI 3130xL (Applied Biosystems, Waltham, MA,
USA) and the amplicon sizes determined using the software GeneMarker (SoftGenetics;
State College, PA, USA).

For each MLG one isolate was selected to determine species allocation by sequencing
the 5′ end of nuclear translation elongation factor-1α (5′-TEF-1α) and subsequent sequence
alignment with sequences of reference strains as described by Fernandez et al. [12]. The
5′-TEF-1α was PCR amplified using alignment with reference sequences primers EF2F
(5′-GGAGGACAAGACTCACAT-CAACG-3′) and EFjmetaR (5′-TGCTCACGRGTCTGGC-
CATCCTT-3′). The PCR was performed in volumes of 20 μL containing 3 μL DNA extract,
1× Phusion HF Buffer with 7.5 mM MgCl2, 3% DMSO, 0.2 mM dNTPs, 0.2 μM of each
primer, and 0.4 U Phusion Polymerase HotStart II. PCR amplification included an initial
denaturation at 98 ◦C for 30 s, followed 38 cycles of denaturation at 98 ◦C for 5 s, annealing
of the primer at 58 ◦C for 20 s and elongation at 72 ◦C for 1 min, and a final elongation at
72 ◦C for 10 min. Quality of the PCR products was verified by agarose gel electrophore-
sis. PCR products were purified using a Millipore MultiScreen® 96-well filtration plate
(Millipore, Darmstadt, Germany) according to the manufacturer´s protocol. Sequencing
was performed with the primers mentioned above using the BigDye® Terminator v3.1
cycle sequencing kit (Applied Biosystems, Waltham, MA, USA). Sequencing products
were purified with the XTerminator Purification Kit (Applied Biosystems, Waltham, MA,
USA) and analyzed using an ABI 3130xL genetic analyzer. Complimentary sequences
were assembled using DNA Baser Assembler v4.36.0 (Heracle BioSoft, Mioveni, Romania).
Sequences were aligned with reference sequences obtained from the GenBank database rep-
resenting the different species of the M. anisopliae species complex [19,20] using BioEdit [21],
a phylogenetic tree was calculated based on the alignment using MEGA X [22].

2.6. Data Analysis

Statistical analyses were performed using IBM SPSS Statistics version 23 (IBM Corpo-
ration, Armonk, NY, USA), OriginPro 2015G (OriginLab Corporation, Northampton, MA,
USA), and R version 1.4.1717 (Free Software Foundation, Inc., Boston, MA, USA). The influ-
ence of treatment and time on CFU was analyzed with ANOVA. The correlation between
CFU and percentage of BIPESCO 5, CFU and time and temperature and radial growth was
assessed with Pearson correlation calculation. Minimum spanning network was created
using the “poppr” package of R. For further analysis (e.g., NMDS, PERMANOVA) the pack-
age “vegan” was used. The differences of the Metarhizium population structure between
locations were assessed with the “adonis” function within the “vegan” package based on
abundance of SSR derived multilocus genotypes and Bray–Curtis dissimilarity matrices.
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3. Results

3.1. Evaluation of Metarhizium spp. Abundance

The Metarhizium spp. abundance in all treated field sites increased after application
of the production strain. Although achieved CFU values in field site Styria 2 fluctuated
during the seasons between 1480 and 53,850 CFU g−1 dry weight soil (Figure 1A), this
site, continuously planted with maize and treated annually with GranMet-PTM since 2012,
has consistently shown significantly higher Metarhizium CFU values than the untreated
control site in all samples taken since spring 2015. A weak to moderate positive correlation
between CFU and time (r = 0.4, p < 0.001) was determined for this field site (from first
to last sampling). Styria 1 showed the highest variation in Metarhizium CFU (Figure 1B;
mean values of 720 up to 85,580 CFU g−1 dry weight soil after first application). Although
high CFU levels were not able to persist (no correlation between CFU and time; r = 0.06,
p = 0.61), development of CFU was significantly different from control site (p < 0.001). In
all Styrian field sites, including the control, Metarhizium CFU increased significantly since
first sampling in 2012 (p < 0.001)—where less than 100 CFU were found—up to at least
2800 CFU (evaluated in the soil of the control field in 2018).

Figure 1. Metarhizium spp. abundance in GranMet-PTM applied Styrian field sites. (A) shows soil
samples taken from field site Styria 2, (B) Styria 1, both compared to untreated control site. Samples
were taken in spring (Spr), summer (Sum), and autumn (Aut) from autumn 2012 to autumn 2018.
The grey box indicates maximal background CFU levels before treatment, the dotted lines show
recommended fungal density for sustainable control in the soil [1]. Lines and dots in box plots show
median and mean CFU g−1 soil dry weight, respectively; boxes show the 25th and 75th percentiles,
whiskers the 10th and 90th percentiles.

After the first application in Tyrol (March 2016), the abundance of Metarhizium spp.
increased from a maximum background value of 2500 CFU g−1 dry weight soil to densities
above the recommended abundance of 5000 CFU g−1 dry weight soil (Figure 2). Signifi-
cantly higher values were achieved after the second treatment and could be established
throughout the last year of the field trial with a final fungal density of 11,386 CFU g−1 dry
weight soil. In comparison to the increase of the Metarhizium spp. density in the treated
field site (r = 0.41; p < 0.001), the CFU in the control fields in Tyrol showed a negative
correlation of CFU and time (r = −0.48; p = 0.003). A decrease in CFU by a factor of five
could be observed in samples from autumn 2018 (366 ± 223 CFU) compared to the first
sampling in 2016 (1912 ± 536 CFU) on this experimental site.
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Figure 2. Metarhizium spp. abundance in Tyrolean field sites. Samples were taken in spring (Spr),
summer (Sum), and autumn (Aut) from 2016 to 2018. Grey box indicates maximal background
CFU levels before treatment, dotted line shows recommended fungal density. Lines and dots in box
plots show median and mean CFU g−1 soil dry weight, respectively; boxes show the 25th and 75th
percentiles, whiskers the 10th and 90th percentiles.

A significant positive correlation between percentage of isolates identified as BIPESCO
5 and amount of CFU was assessed for Styria 1 (r = 0.996; p < 0.001) and Tyrol (r = 0.742;
p = 0.03). A moderate, but non-significant correlation occurred at the field site Styria 2
(r = 0.527; p = 0.18). The sustainable establishment of BIPESCO 5 varied between the field
sites: Styria 1, which showed the highest variability of Metarhizium spp. abundance, also
showed poor persistence of BIPESCO 5 over time, while in all the other treated fields
BIPESCO 5 was able to persist throughout the season.

3.2. Pest Abundance and Plant Injury

In the heavily infested areas in Styria the D. v. virgifera population density continued
to increase over the years. On average, the number of caught beetles doubled every year,
up to 130 beetles per m2 caught with the emergence trap system in 2018 on the untreated
maize field. Only the crop rotation in combination with the biocontrol agent in Styria 1
ensured a significant reduction of the pest, with only five emerging beetles per m2. The
number of adult Diabrotica evaluated in Styria was significantly different between all field
sites (p < 0.001, data not shown). Although Diabrotica population pressure in Styrian maize
fields was very high (Table 1), both treated field sites showed no or only low damage of
maize plants. As for the untreated control area, the extent of the damage was affected by
the prevailing weather conditions. In the field season 2016 more than 30% of the maize
plants showed plant lodging. In 2017, no lodging was observed, but due to the lack of
water, plants dried up, were low growing, and fewer-to-no corn cobs had developed. In
2018, less than 1.25% of plants showed lodging due to the sufficient precipitation during
this season (Figure 3). Overall, no root injuries were observed in 2018.
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Table 1. Number of beetles in the trial region evaluated with PAL sticky traps (CSALOMONTM, Hungary) in the regions
Bad Radkersburg and Oberndorf/St. Johann in Tyrol from 2016 to 2020. Shown is the mean number of beetles over the
season per trap with minimum (min) and maximum (max) number of beetles per week.
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2016 x <250 >250 - 27/41 - 260 0 226 - 27/38 36
2017 4429 0 980 - 27/38 36 749 0 549 2.88 27/37 31
2018 7336 0 1488 1.66 27/38 36 1008 0 475 1.35 27/38 32
2019 4588 10 1041 0.63 27/38 36 753 0 250 0.75 28/40 37
2020 7023 72 1193 1.53 27/38 37 y - - - - -

cw calendar week; x the exact number of beetles was not evaluated, only classified as <250 or >250 beetles per trap; y not evaluated;—not
calculated due to missing data.

Figure 3. Percentage of plants for each damage level assessed in the years 2016 to 2018 in Styria.
Healthy plants are indicated as upright, completely fallen plants as lodging. The damage for Styria 1
in 2017 could not be surveyed due to the cultivation of pumpkin (Cucurbita pepo L. var. styriaca) as
part of the crop rotation.
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In Tyrol, a total of only two beetles were caught in the emerging trap, confirming that
the pest has reached Tyrol, however, in such small numbers that damage to the crop was
not to be expected: plant health was not yet affected by larval root feeding, all plants were
scored class 1 according to Rauch et al. [1]. Nevertheless, data obtained from the pheromone
traps revealed a two-to-three-fold increase in Diabrotica density per year (Table 1).

3.3. Metarhizium Genotyping

SSR-based genotyping and subsequent 5′-TEF-1α sequencing of 653 Metarhizium
isolates revealed the presence of 31 multilocus genotypes (MLGs) in addition to the applied
production strain (Figure 4). The MLGs represented three species, i.e., M. brunneum,
M. robertsii, and M. lepidiotae (Table 2; Figure S1).

Figure 4. Minimum spanning network (MSN) showing the relationship between the SSR genotypes
isolated from the treated field sites (Styria 1, Styria 2, and Tyrol). Circle sizes are proportional to the
number of isolates belonging to one MLG, the thickness of the line is proportional to genetic SSR
based similarity of genotypes. MLG 24 represents the genotype of the applied strain BIPESCO 5.

Table 2. Numbers of isolates and MLG identified as M. brunneum, M. robertsii, or M. lepidiotae from the treated field sites.
The applied strain BIPESCO 5 is shown separated from M. brunneum.

BIPESCO 5 M. Brunneum M. Robertsii M. Lepidiotae

Origin Year N N MLG SG N MLG SG N MLG SG

Styria 1 2016 0 25 1 0 47 7 2 2 2 2
Styria 1 2017 15 10 1 0 34 8 3 13 8 5
Styria 1 2018 0 8 2 0 16 3 2 1 1 1
Styria 2 2016 11 28 2 0 33 4 0 0 0 0
Styria 2 2017 24 29 2 0 19 4 3 0 0 0
Styria 2 2018 12 3 1 0 11 1 1 0 0 0

Tyrol 2016 20 130 5 3 5 1 0 0 0 0
Tyrol 2017 101 42 5 3 1 1 1 0 0 0
Tyrol 2018 30 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0

N total number of isolates; MLG number of unique multilocus genotypes; SG MLG with a single isolate.
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The MLG of the applied strain M. brunneum BIPESCO 5 was detected in 213 isolates
(32.6%) and at least once in every treated field site after application of the product. The
MLG composition without the applied strain was significantly different (PERMANOVA,
p < 0.001) among the three locations (Figure 5). M. brunneum and M. robertsii were isolated
from all field sites. M. robertsii was the dominant (54.3% in Styria 1, 67% in Styria 2)
and, for Styria 2, genetically most diverse species in both Styrian trial sites, excluding the
applied strain. Field site Styria 1 contained the highest diversity of MLGs from the three
analyzed locations. Fifty-three percent of all MLGs were only found there. It was also the
only field site where the species M. lepidiotae occurred (37.5% of the genotypes; but only
corresponding to 9.9% of all isolates—the individual MLGs were usually found once). In
Tyrol, M. brunneum was the dominating species isolated from the soil (96.7% of samples
without BIPESCO 5), exhibiting one major genotype (82.1% of all isolates). Two genotypes
(MLG 7, MLG 31) were found in all three sampling sites. The majority (22) of the 31 MLGs
was only isolated in Styria. Most of the MLGs (84%) were only found in one of the field
sites. None of the genotypes was present at every sampling point of the different sites,
but in both Styrian fields two genotypes were isolated at least 75% of the sampling times
(Styria 1: MLG 31, MLG 32; Styria 2: MLG 15, MLG 32). In Tyrol, only one MLG was found
in 75% of the samplings (MLG 23), but another genotype was found at least at 62.5% of the
sampling times (MLG 16). Out of ten different M. brunneum genotypes, only four clustered
closely to the applied strain BIPESCO 5 (Figure 4; MLG 18, 20, 22, and 23). A maximum
of two SSR loci differed in these genotypes by a maximum of four base pairs. The other,
non-clustering M. brunneum genotypes contained at least five variable loci (out of six).

Figure 5. Non-metric multidimensional scaling (NMDS) using abundance of MLGs based on Bray–
Curtis dissimilarities showing a different Metarhizium population structure at the treated field sites
Styria 1 (circles), Styria 2 (triangle), and Tyrol (square). Each symbol represents the population
composition at a sampling time. Data shown is without the applied strain and from samples after
the first application of the product. Hulls illustrate the different field sites Styria 1 (yellow), Styria 2
(light grey), and Tyrol (dark grey).

4. Discussion

Diabrotica virgifera virgifera has become one of the most important maize pests in Eu-
rope and many different studies have been carried out to obtain information on the biology
and behavior of the pest, as well as control options against it [1,23–25]. In this study, efficacy
of the entomopathogenic fungus M. brunneum BIPESCO 5 against Diabrotica was compared
under the following conditions: the product GranMet-PTM (registered for Amphimallon
solstitiale and Phyllopertha horticola control) was applied at the time of the general tillage in
March/April with traditional agricultural equipment, reasonable workload for the farmers,
heavily Diabrotica infested fields with continuous maize cultivation or regular crop rotation.
In addition, continuously cultivated maize fields not yet heavily infested were treated to
ensure the establishment of the entomopathogenic fungus without the presence of the
target pests as a preventive measure by increasing the pest antagonist.
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We found significant differences in emerging adults in all heavily infested areas.
The lowest number of adult beetles was observed in the field site with crop rotation
(≥5 adults m−2). This low number of adults per m2 compared to an at least six times
higher number found in continuous maize fields (treatment and control) is in accordance
with results reported by Szalai et al. [26]. Although oviposition into non-maize fields near
heavily infested maize fields occurs and therefore adult emergence in first-year maize can
be observed, crop rotation still is the most effective method to quickly decrease Diabrotica
population in maize fields in Europe [26–28]. As already reported by Rauch et al. [1], M.
brunneum alone was not able to reduce the Diabrotica population below an acceptable/zero-
damage threshold level in our study due to the high pest population density (i.e., economic
threshold value: >1 beetle per plant during any weekly counts in July and August, [29]).
Nevertheless, plant health was better, and less lodging occurred in Metarhizium treated field
sites. The beneficial effect of Metarhizium on different plants was also recognized in studies
on rhizosphere colonization of the entomopathogenic fungus; results showed extensive
root development, increased root length, improved plant growth, decreased stress in plants
and improved availability of nutrients [30–32]. For maize crops in particular, it was shown,
that, for instance, plant-growth-promoters were activated by the production of auxins at
the roots by Metarhizium spp. [31]. Furthermore, entomopathogenic fungi could colonize
niches which otherwise are occupied by plant pathogens [31,33].

Persistence of M. brunneum at elevated abundance of approximately 5000 CFU g−1 dry
weight in soil is important for the successful control of soil-borne pests such as Diabrotica [1].
In Tyrol and Styria 2, BIPESCO 5 could be established (Table 2) and persisted in this density.
The strain also persisted in the field site Styria 1, but not as sustainably as in the other
field sites—here, annual reapplication was necessary to ensure the persistence of the strain
throughout the planting season.

Investigations on the diversity of Metarhizium in soil has revealed a variable distribu-
tion of the different species worldwide, but with genetically closely related isolates across
large distances [34]. Klingen et al. [35] also found higher diversity of entomopathogenic
fungi in organically farmed soil compared to conventionally treated field sites. Liao
et al. [31] reported that there is evidence that plant host associations play an important
role in evolutionary divergence within the genus Metarhizium. In the USA, M. brunneum is
associated with the rhizosphere of shrubs and trees, whereas M. robertsii is found in open
fields and grassland [10,36]. In addition, M. brunneum was only found in agricultural and
open field sites when M. robertsii was also present [36]. In contrast, M. brunneum has been
reported to be the dominant species in agricultural and grassland fields in Europe [12,37].
This could also be observed in our field sites in Tyrol, with more than 96.7% of all isolates
being M. brunneum (without the applied strain). Although a comparison of the distribution
of Metarhizium species already published is difficult due to different sampling techniques,
variable distribution patterns of dominant species were found in recent studies. The species
M. anisopliae, M. brunneum, M. robertsii, and M. pingshaense are most frequently isolated [38],
and even these species are found with local preferences: M. pingshaense being the most
common species found in soil taken from various locations in Japan [39], M. anisopliae
in agricultural soil in Brazil [40,41], and M. robertsii dominating in the USA [10], for ex-
ample. Other species only occur in restricted areas. M. flavoviride, for example, was the
most common species found in agricultural fields in Denmark [42]. These global distri-
bution differences of Metarhizium species can also be found on a smaller scale in our test
sites—which all had a significantly different Metarhizium population structure. The two
chosen regions differ in their climate, landscape and vegetation—the wide-open space in
Southeast Styria, 209 m above (Adriatic) sea level (Pannonic climate), and the mountainous
region of North-Tyrol (659 m above sea level; Alpine climate). Overall, M. brunneum as
well as M. robertsii and M. lepidiotae were isolated as indigenous species. At the sampling
sites of Tyrol, most of the isolated colonies were classified as M. brunneum, while in Styria,
M. robertsii dominated the Metarhizium community. Bidochka et al. [43] suggested that due
to the saprophytic phase of the species, their population genetics shifted in accordance with
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the ability to grow at low or high temperatures. This would correspond to our preliminary
studies on the radial growth of the three species (Table S1) in which growth between 25 ◦C
and 30 ◦C for M. brunneum (negative correlation of temperatures with r = −0.559, p < 0.05)
and M. robertsii (r = −0.018, p > 0.05) stagnates or declines and M. lepidiotae, which only
occurs in the warmer region of Styria, showing a larger colony diameter at 30 ◦C compared
to incubation at 25 ◦C (r = 0.641, p < 0.05). These findings are supported by Kryukov
et al. [44], who have reported, that M. robertsii and M. brunneum have different optimal
growth temperatures, with M. robertsii preferring higher temperatures than M. brunneum.
In contrast Steinwender et al. [37] have found that certain Metarhizium species are not
necessarily dominant in sun exposed habitats but react differently to multiple abiotic fac-
tors. Regarding Metarhizium spp. abundance it is well documented that there is a high
correlation between temperature, humidity and survival of entomopathogenic fungi [45].
These natural abiotic factors may have an influence on the survival and development of
the M. brunneum production strain in both Austrian regions. Our data suggest that M.
brunneum BIPESCO 5 is more persistent when applied in Tyrol. Meyling and Eilenberg [46]
summarized that Metarhizium is more common in exposed and regularly disturbed soil but
cannot extensively proliferate. In addition, different tillage systems lead to very variable
soil densities. This may also be the cause for the fluctuation of CFU and genotypes isolated
from soil of the sampling site Styria 1: due to the crop rotation applied, farming practices
were different compared to the field sites in Tyrol and Styria 2, where, for instance, the
tillage practice remained the same every year.

Crop rotation remains the option of choice for rapid pest population decline at high
pest densities. However, both the preventive and continuous use of GranMet-PTM can
successfully increase the density of the entomopathogenic fungus in the soil, and therefore
may decline the pest population in the regions. In addition, healthy and vigorous plant
growth is promoted. The production strain of the GranMet-PTM product—BIPESCO 5—has
been successfully tested for western corn rootworm control in Austria, Germany, Hungary,
Italy and Switzerland [1,3,25,47,48]. However, studies on the biological control of adult
beetles and marketable products are still lacking, although preliminary studies [49] have
shown promising results. Further findings in this area will contribute to an even greater
success of biological control of Diabrotica populations.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/article/10
.3390/app11209445/s1, Figure S1: Maximum likelihood phylogenetic tree based on the alignment of
5′-TEF-1α sequences representing 31 different multilocus genotypes (MLG) isolated from the soil
(MLG 24 representing the applied strain BIPESCO 5) and reference strains with a total of 672 positions
in the final dataset, Table S1: Radial growth (mm) of production strain BIPESCO 5 and isolates from
Styria after 14d incubation.
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Abstract: The roots of most plants host diverse assemblages of arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi (AMF),
which benefit the plant hosts in diverse ways. Even though we understand that such AMF assem-
blages are non-random, we do not fully appreciate whether and how environmental settings can
make them more or less predictable in time and space. Here we present results from three controlled
experiments, where we manipulated two environmental parameters, habitat connectance and habitat
quality, to address the degree to which plant roots in archipelagos of high connectance and invariable
habitats are colonized with (i) less diverse and (ii) easier to predict AMF assemblages. We observed
no differences in diversity across our manipulations. We show, however, that mixing habitats and
varying connectance render AMF assemblages less predictable, which we could only detect within
and not between our experimental units. We also demonstrate that none of our manipulations
favoured any specific AMF taxa. We present here evidence that the community structure of AMF is
less responsive to spatio-temporal manipulations than root colonization rates which is a facet of the
symbiosis which we currently poorly understand.

Keywords: Glomeromycota; microbial meta-communities; mycorrhizal mutualistic interactions; null
model analyses; plant-soil interactions

1. Introduction

Arbuscular mycorrhizal (AM) associations form direct nutritional symbioses between
the roots of most terrestrial plants and a monophyletic group of soil-borne fungi belonging
to the phylum Glomeromycota [1]. AM associations have attracted a lot of attention be-
cause they can promote net primary productivity (NPP) and agricultural production [2,3].
NPP gains can partially determine how AM fungal communities in plant roots are struc-
tured [4–6]. As a result, a lot of the literature addresses practices that likely select for more
beneficial communities of Glomeromycota in plant roots (e.g., [7,8]) and environmental
parameters and practices that determine AM fungal community structure (e.g., [7,9,10]).
An alternative way to ask this question is via questioning how AM fungal diversity varies
in space and time (i.e., which entails addressing the fraction of variance which is often
classified in models as “unexplained”; [11,12]).

Our general understanding so far is that AM fungal assemblages in the roots are non-
random. This has been shown both in relation to null-model analyses [13,14], which assess
the degree to which chance exclusively could have generated the observed community
table (i.e., the occurrences of AM fungal species across root samples) of the study, and
models exploring species-abundance distributions [15,16], which essentially test whether
particular groups of species have been more abundant than expected by chance. Many
studies observing preferential establishment of AMF taxa in specific habitats also hint
towards this direction (e.g., [9,17]). Specific biotic and abiotic parameters of the habitat
(besides exerting selectivity to specific AM fungal taxa), however, might also alter our
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ability to predict (i.e., modify the predictability of) mycorrhizal community structure
in nature, but this point remains underexplored. Two syntheses which addressed this
question found that anthropogenic disturbances, environmental heterogeneity and a plant
host identity (i.e., being a monocotyledon) render AM fungal communities less predictable
(i.e., more divergent) than they would have been expected to be by chance alone [18,19].
More recently, Deveautour et al. [20] assayed AM fungal communities in the field to
determine the degree to which AM fungal communities diverge with spatial distance
but also when sampling from the root systems of the same or from a different plant-host
individual. Deveautour et al. [20] observed small differences in AMF community turnover
between adjacent neighbouring plants (as compared to sampling from the same individual)
but also that AMF community turnover increased for plant individuals further away from
each other.

A particular feature of AM fungi is that they are obligate symbionts, meaning that
they cannot fulfil their life cycle in the absence of a suitable host. This limits their ability to
colonize soil in some environments because their vegetative growth ceases at distances of
about 50 cm from the closest colonized root [21]. There is a large body of literature address-
ing how dispersal constraints modify the community structure of organisms addressing
variable types of landscape which can also occur at a micro level such as in soil in which
case we can refer to them as micro-landscapes or meta-communities. There is a consensus
that meta-communities simultaneously reduce local (α-) diversity and increase global
(γ-) diversity because they make local community structure less predictable (e.g., [22])
which potentially allows persistence of less competitive species [23]. This point remains
underexplored in relation to AM-associations [24]. Here we present a synthesis from three
controlled studies with an overall aim to address how spatial structure in plant mesocosms
alters predictability in AM fungal communities. Based on the points we made (e.g., [13,15]),
we expected that in all experiments AM fungal communities were non-random (Hypothesis
One) and that we would observe the highest γ-diversity in those cases in which the con-
nectance of the patches in the archipelago is lowest (Hypothesis Two). Finally, we expected
that lowering the connectance of plant and fungal mycorrhizal communities would increase
segregation (i.e., the community table becomes more evenly dispersed via weakening pair-
wise interactions in agreement with the results from Hein et al. [25] showing that strong
pairwise interactions promote species aggregation) in Glomeromycota (Hypothesis Three).
To the best of our understanding, the point that segregation in AM fungal communities
could depend on the structure of the micro-landscape has never been addressed in the
past for any fungal group and showcases the high potential (because they have an obligate
symbiotic lifestyle and are ubiquitous in nature) of using Glomeromycota as model systems
in fungal ecology.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Rationale of the Experiments

We worked with large mesocosms (i.e., 90 × 90 × 20 cm) as experimental units to
which, for consistency with the meta-community literature, we refer to as archipelagos
(Figure 1). Within the mesocosms we established patches (i.e., patches in the form of 8 cm
diameter × 20 cm height cylindrical inserts containing 30 μm mesh-covered windows to
block root growth but allow growth of fungal hyphae) of vegetated habitat and manipulated
the connectance of the patches either by means of distances across patches of the “meta-
community” (Experiment One and Experiment Two) or the fertility of the patches within
each mesocosm (Experiment Three). At the same time via manipulating the distances of
the patches we altered the spatial availability of nutrients in the mesocosms and likely also
that (i.e., the spatial distribution) of AMF propagules which were contained in those inserts
(and were thus influenced by their spatial arrangement). We anticipated that the lack of
prospective hosts between inserts (i.e., patches), over distances of up to 70 cm, hindered
dispersal of AMF and would induce meta-community dynamics in our experimental units.
The idea of using meta-community theory to model symbiotic systems has been developed
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and explained in larger detail by Mihaljevic [26] (but see Veresoglou et al. [24] for some
likely limitations of the approach in the particular case of AMF communities).

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the experimental design of the three experiments. (a) In
Experiment One and Experiment Two we manipulated the connectance (low; intermediate and high)
of four vegetated inserts (dark grey) over an unvegetated soil (sterilized and diluted with sand)
matrix (in light grey). In Experiment One we used Plantago lanceolata as a host whereas in Experiment
Two Medicago lupulina. (b) In Experiment Three we manipulated the diversity (i.e., only one habitat
type; either fertilized or unfertilized or both habitat types) and spatial structure (overdispersed vs.
aggregated in the bottom two subpanels) of the vegetated inserts which we describe earlier (Top
and bottom left archipelagos/treatments: 4 replicates/were each replicated four times; bottom right
archipelagos/treatment: six replicates/ was replicated six times).We used Medicago lupulina as a host
and the matrix soil was (like in the other experiments) sterilized, mixed with sand and was kept
unvegetated (light grey).

2.2. Experimental Work

The experimental work on Experiment Two and Experiment Three has been described
in detail in Grünfeld et al. ([27]; the two experiments are described there as Experiment
One and Experiment Two, respectively; Figure 1). In brief, we carried out three controlled
experiments with rectangular mesocosms sized 90 × 90 × 20 cm (width × length × height;
Figure 1). Experiment One and Experiment Two used identical experimental designs
consisting of four inserts per mesocosm positioned at different distances (three different
levels each replicated four times generating archipelagos of low, intermediate and high
connectance) from each other but were carried out with different hosts (Plantago lanceolata
and Medicago lupulina; Figure 1a). In Experiment Three we experimented with two different
habitats (unfertilized soil and soil fertilized with 1.8 g superphosphate per insert) and the
spatial structure of mixtures of them (i.e., aggregated vs. overdispersed spatial structure).
In Experiment One some of the P. lanceolata roots penetrated the 30 μm mesh barriers and
explored the unvegetated compartment. In Experiment Two and Experiment Three we
observed differences in AMF colonization across the treatments which we presented in
detail in Grünfeld et al. [27].

The soil that was used for the three experiments was collected from a location in
northwest Berlin (52.51◦ N, 13.14◦ E), had a pH of 6.7 and contained on average 1.75%
organic C and 1.3 g kg−1 N. The freshly collected soil used for the experiments was stored at
room temperature for less than two weeks before setting up the experiments. The soil used
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to fill the patches was unsterilized providing natural microbiota. The soil used to fill the
main compartment of the experimental units was mixed 1:1 with sand and steam-sterilized
(99 ◦C for 2 h) in order to destroy AMF propagules. To each of the inserts we added
200–250 seeds (B&T World Seeds, Aigues-Vives, France) of either P. laneolata (Experiment
One) or M. lupulina (Experiments Two and Three) to approximate a plant density of one
seedling per square cm (e.g., [28]).

In the three experiments we used a fully randomized design. Because of the size of the
mesocosms it was impossible to re-randomize the experimental units over the duration of
the experiment. The temperature in the air-conditioned glasshouse was maintained close to
20 ◦C. In all three experiments, two weeks after germination of the seedlings, we set up an
automatic irrigation system so that the plants were watered daily (over the first two weeks
of the experiments watering was carried out manually). We further controlled growth
conditions with five soil moisture sensors (ECH20 EC-5 soil moisture sensors and an Em50
data logger, METERs) positioned in three experimental units: in each experimental unit
one of the sensors was in the unvegetated compartment and one in one of the inserts.
Watering was adjusted so that soil moisture ranged between 60 and 75 % of the water
holding capacity. We inspected plant growth daily and removed any unwanted seedlings.

All three experiments were harvested 12 weeks after sowing, respectively, and cleaned
root samples (50 mL core) were frozen at −20 ◦C before DNA extraction. Plant biomass
was dried at 60 ◦C for three days and weighted. Root material from each insert was used
to assess root colonization [29]. Soil cores (five per experimental unit with more details
in Grünfeld et al. [27]) were used to assay extraradical hyphae in soil. These results are
described in Grünfeld et al. [27].

2.3. Molecular Analyses and Bioinformatics

Roots from each individual insert per experiment were treated as one sample.Root
samples were freeze-dried and homogenized with a Retsch Mixer Mill MM 400 and DNA
was extracted from 30 mg ground root material per sample with the DNeasy® PowerPlant®

Pro Kit (Qiagen). DNA was amplified with a proofreading polymerase (Kapa HiFi; Kapa
Biosystems) and the primer pair NS31-AML2 targeting Glomeromycota (Lee et al., 2008).
Thermocycling conditions were as follows: Initial denaturation at 95 ◦C for 2 min, 35 cycles
with first 98 ◦C for 45 s, then 65 ◦C for 45 s and 72 ◦C for 45 s and final elongation at 72 ◦C
for 10 min. The PCR master mix for indexing consisted of 1 μL of the purified polymerase
chain reaction (PCR) template, 2.4 μL of the primer mix, 0.25 μL polymerase, 0.5 μL dNTPs
(10 μM), 5 μL PCR buffer and 15.85 μL nuclease-free water per 25 μL reaction. Amplicons
were purified with the NucleoSpin® gel and PCR clean-up kit (Macherey-Nagel, Düren,
Germany) and indexed for MiSeq sequencing by means of an additional PCR with the
same conditions as described earlier but with only 15 cycles. Amplicons were purified with
magnetic beads (GC Biotech, Alphen aan den Rijn, The Netherlands), and were pooled
at equimolar quantities. Sequencing was carried out at the Berlin Center for Genomics in
Biodiversity Research (BeGenDiv, Berlin, Germany).

Raw sequences were processed with the UPARSE pipeline [30] with USEARCH v
10.0.240 and default settings and were clustered into phylotypes (i.e., Operational Tax-
onomic Units - OTUs) at a threshold of 97% sequence similarity. Representative OTU
sequences were blasted against MaarjAM [31] and non-specific to Glomeromycota (i.e.,
>97.5 % similarity or >99 % coverage) OTUs were excluded from further analyses. We
then rarefied these to 2200 reads which filtered out two samples from further analyses (i.e.,
analysis was carried out on the remaining 240 samples).

2.4. Statistical Analyses

To address Hypothesis One, stating that AM fungal local communities were non-
random, we compared C score (i.e., checkerboards) occurrences in our presence-absence
community tables with 1000 randomizations in which we maintained the total number of
row sums fixed and the column sums proportional to those of the original community table.
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This was carried out through the sim4 algorithm (i.e., which is appropriate for assessing
incomplete lists) [32] which we implemented through the R package EcoSimR [33]. We
presented the results in the form of z-score standardized effect sizes (SES) which can be
interpreted as (1) random community structure in the case of scores with absolute SES
values below 1.96; (2) aggregation for negative SES values below −1.96; and (3) segregation
for positive values above 1.96.

To address Hypothesis Two, stating that low connectance promoted a high γ-diversity
in Glomeromycotan communities we used a fixed-effects linear models. We assayed how
the experimental design (a categorical predictor with three levels: high connectance vs.
intermediate vs. low connectance archipelagos; Figure 1) modified γ-diversity (response
variable) in the experimental units. To further gauge the impact of connectance on α- and
γ- diversity we calculated those indices (i.e., local to the inserts and global for the entire
mesocosm richness estimates, describing essentially the observed in the resulting commu-
nity table number of OTUs at each of the two hierarchical levels) for individual inserts
and modelled them after a repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) approach in
which we used as response variables the diversity indices and the type of meta-community
as predictors with additional error terms to model the nesting of inserts within experi-
mental units. To further address the possibility that the treatments induced differences
at a community level we implemented redundancy analyses (RDA) with the Hellinger
transformed community tables as responses and the treatments as predictors. Additionally,
we carried out an indicator species analysis to assess the degree to which phylotypes
preferably established in some spatial designs.

To address Hypothesis Three, stating that low connectance of plant communities
increases segregation, we used the Jaccard index (i.e., Jaccard similarity coefficient), defined
for any pairwise combination of habitats as the ratio of common species over total number
of species, as a metric of similarity across communities. We calculated Jaccard similarities
for all pairwise combinations of inserts within individual experimental units. To avoid
inflating the degrees of freedom we averaged the similarity coefficients describing the
similarity of any given insert across habitats of any particular class (i.e., short distance/long
distance/(un)fertilized soil patches). To model similarity coefficients we used a repeated-
measures ANOVA approach with the Jaccard coefficients as response variable and a
structure identical to the models we used to model α- and γ- diversity.

3. Results

3.1. Overall Statistics

Alpha diversity varied in the experiments between 6 and 44 phylotypes (i.e., 12–40 in
Experiment One; 17 to 44 in Experiment Two and 6 to 41 in Experiment Three; Figure 2).
Gamma diversity varied between 30 and 53 phylotypes (i.e., 30–48 in Experiment One; 39
to 52 in Experiment Two; 35 to 53 in Experiment Three). In none of the three experiments
could we explain alpha (F values varied between 0.38 and 2.1 with respective p values
larger than 0.11) or gamma diversity (F values varied between 0.2 and 1.3 with respective p
values larger than 0.3) based on the experimental treatments.

Community differences across the treatments were not significant in any of the three
experiment specific RDAs (F values varied between 0.96 and 1.22 with adjective R2 values
were in all cases below 0.005). Indicator species analysis yielded inconsistent results and
a low occurrence frequency of indicators: there were no indicator OTU in Experiment
One, there was a single indicator OTU in Experiment Two specific to low connectance
archipelagos (with p = 0.03) and there were two OTUs specific to the unfertilized control
and one to the fertilized control but not to any of the mixes of them in Experiment Three.
Such low frequencies of indicators could have been explained, at least in the case of the
two first experiments, by chance.
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Figure 2. Alpha diversity statistics across treatments and habitats in (A) Experiment One;
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(B) Experiment Two; (C) Experiment Three. Each experimental unit contained several inserts and
we assayed the mycorrhizal community independently for each insert. We observed no differences
in alpha diversity in all three experiments. Main panels depict alpha diversity across individual
samples whereas the panel inserts show the results after averaging the four (Experiment One and
Experiment Two) or eight (Experiment Three) estimates of alpha diversity per experimental unit.
Note the lack of differences in relation to alpha diversity. We observed comparable trends for gamma
diversity.

3.2. Null Model Analyses

All standardized effect size statistics differed from zero and ranged between −9.6 and
−20.6 (Experiment One: −9.6; Experiment Two: −10.99 and Experiment Three: −20.66),
suggesting community aggregation.

3.3. Comparative Analysis of Jaccard Similarities across Experiments

Jaccard similarities did not differ across treatments but within experimental units
between short-distance and long-distance inserts in the intermediate connectance treat-
ment of Experiment One (F1, 49 = 6.3, p = 0.015; Figure 3a; Test 1.1 in the supplementary
matterials). There was a comparable trend with Jaccard similarities (F1, 49= 2.12, p = 0.15) in
Experiment Two (Figure 3b; Test 2.1 in the supplementary materials). In Experiment Three,
there were differences in Jaccard similarities only between observations within experimen-
tal units which differed in their habitat type (i.e., unfertilized vs. fertilized; unfertilized
vs. unfertilized; fertilized vs. fertilized; F2, 207= 4.0, p = 0.02; Figure 3c; Test 3.1 in the
supplementary materials). Jaccard similarities were on average larger in the overdispersed
treatment compared to the aggregated treatment in Experiment Three (t = −2.03, p = 0.044;
Test 3.2 in the supplementary materials).

Figure 3. Cont.
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Figure 3. Jaccard index statistics from pairwise comparisons of samples within experimental units
in (A) Experiment One; (B) Experiment Two; (C) Experiment Three. Note in panels (A,B) that in
intermediate connected spatial arrangements we observe higher Jaccard distances between long-
distance compared to short-distance “patches” (in the case of Experiment Two a trend) within-subjects
distance effect; F1,49 = 6.34, p = 0.015 in Experiment One; F1,49 = 2.12, p = 0.15 in Experiment Two)
and in panel (C) that Jaccard distances differed (F2, 207= 4, p = 0.02) within experimental units in the
overdispersed and aggregated treatment.

We thus observed that within experimental units there were differences in AMF
community turnover (assayed with the Jaccard index) which peaked for pairs of distantly
placed patches (Experiment One and Experiment Two; as compared to closely placed
patches) and pairs of patches containing different habitats (Experiment Three). However,
we observed no comparable differences between treatments only containing distantly
placed vs. only closely placed patches or high fertility vs. low fertility patches (and this
is why the predictor treatment was not significant). A high community turnover, in the
absence of diversity differences, is evidence of a lower predictability.
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4. Discussion

We present evidence from three controlled experiments supporting that small scale
micro-landscape heterogeneity (i.e., here describing either experimental units with a low
patch-connectance or experimental units containing habitats of different quality) hardly al-
ters diversity patterns in AMF communities. AMF community structure, however, remains
non-random. At the same time, we observed that archipelagos combining habitats of both
low- and high-connectance (which implies that AMF might have needed to combine traits
of long-distance and short-distance dispersal), as well as overdispersed micro-landscapes
displayed differences in community turnover (and thus predictability; Test 3.2 in the sup-
plement) across their patches, with pairs of highly connected patches and patches sharing
comparable habitats being the most similar to each other. Some conceptual models predict
that AMF communities become less random at small (local) spatial scales (i.e., manifested
in the form of a low community turnover [34]). With this study we provide experimental
evidence that even at such small spatial scales, micro-landscape variability continues to
structure AMF communities and can alter their stochasticity (i.e., used here as an opposite
to predict).

Our Hypothesis Two stated that we would observe the highest γ-diversity in the cases
in which they were most fragmented, but we observed that the differences across treatments
in our experiments were unrelated to AMF diversity. Evidence suggests that AMF richness
(either in the form of alpha, here defined as OTUs observed per insert, or gamma diversity,
here describing the number of OTUs per mesocosm) stays relatively constant across a range
of environmental gradients in AMF systems (e.g., [35–37]) albeit this is not the case with
nutrient availability gradients as has been for example shown in Camenzind et al. [38]. It
has actually been proposed that plants impose a strong filter on the number of partners
they simultaneously associate with [6,39,40], which could determine AMF richness in
plant roots. In our experimental set ups, manipulations of the spatial design altered AMF
root colonization [27]. The exact reasons why in mixed micro-landscapes we observed
a higher root colonization and variable AMF community turnover (which was masked
when comparing across less diverse micro-landscapes) are not clear. We suspect that the
underlying mechanism relates to alternative growth strategies across AMF taxa. AMF have
been proposed to contain two types of hyphae, absorptive and explorative, which differ in
their functions (e.g., [41]). Mixed micro-landscapes might necessitate both types of hyphae
to be present at high densities which likely weakens interspecific pairwise co-occurrence
interactions across AMF species (i.e., pairs of species found together more frequently than
expected by chance and pairs of species co-occurring less frequently than expected by
chance; e.g., [42]). High densities of both types of hyphae should theoretically result in a
higher diversity of pairwise interactions, including many combinations of short-distance
dispersers and long-distance dispersers. Also, mixed micro-landscapes could render the
benefits that plants acquire from the different AMF species more variable with long-distance
dispersers being favoured in some parts of the micro-landscape whereas short-distance
ones in others and thus generate conditions with unclear investment optima. In doing so,
mixed microlandscapes favour a more diverse set of AMF [6]. An alternative explanation
is that within experimental units we could better control for idiosyncratic parameters
that can sometimes determine AMF community structure in the early stages, such as
the quality and quantity of the AMF propagules and soil moisture settings throughout
the experiment. We think that through controlling those idiosyncratic parameters in our
within experimental units comparisons, we might had a higher statistical power to detect
differences in community turnover (and thus predictability) than across experimental units.

We found support for Hypothesis One that AM fungal communities were non-random
which, however, was not surprising. A large body of the mycorrhizal literature supports
the idea as we reviewed in the introduction (e.g., [13,14]). What makes our study novel is
that across three controlled experiments we found consistent results on a parameter that
determines how random AM fungal communities might be micro-landscape structure. We
observed differences in community turnover in mixed micro-landscapes (that were masked
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in their homogenized counterparts) which was higher for distant patches and patches
differing in their habitat quality. This observation aligns well with expectations based on
meta-community theory [22]. There have only been a few studies so far quantitatively
(i.e., assessing effect sizes on the degree of predictability, rather than simply obtaining
a qualitative result such as whether the community is segregated) assessing how pre-
dictable synthetic microbial systems can be. A recent meta-analysis on the topic examining
21 datasets showed that organic additions make microbial communities less predictable
(i.e., more stochastic; [43]) which was later further supported by an additional study [44]. In
another study, Fodelianakis et al. [45] showed that evolutionary drift in synthetic bacterial
communities rendered them less predictable than in their original cultures. We used here
an important for the functioning of ecosystems, system, arbuscular mycorrhizae, to show
that also spatial structure can induce less predictable microbial communities and that this
happens when we mix different micro-landscape features.

Arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi are most likely to experience dispersal constraints in
urban and agricultural landscapes as well as woody habitats [27]. In the case of agricultural
landscapes, the growth settings most likely select for short-distance dispersal traits (i.e.,
there are uniform distances across crop individuals, which ease the proliferation of AMF
species from close by patches of AMF diversity). In contrast, in woody habitats the growth
settings most likely select for a combination of long- and short-distance dispersal (i.e.,
distances between AMF-associating plants most likely vary in time and space). Based
on the results of our study, plant hosts in woody habitats could, therefore, experience a
higher stochasticity in relation to harbouring AMF community structure than other hosts.
This might actually benefit AMF-associating plants in forests, in the longer term. Woody
plants, in particular, experience a high mortality at early life-stages. If plant fitness to a
certain degree depends on the benefits they acquire from associating with AMF (as we
suggest in Veresoglou et al. [46] and Grünfeld et al. [27]), stochasticity in AMF community
structure could render plant fitness more variable in both time and space and ensure
that the surviving individuals are those that associate with strongly mutualistic AMF
(e.g., [47]). Further studying parameters that determine stochasticity in mycorrhizal fungal
communities, could be key to explaining why and how plant–soil feedback varies in time
and space (e.g., [48,49]).

5. Conclusions

In conclusion we present evidence that mixing micro-habitat features, such as dis-
tances across hosts and fertility levels, makes AMF communities more stochastic (i.e., less
predictable). This observation presents a range of opportunities to increase AMF diversity
(via facilitating establishment of less competitive species) and hopefully productivity in
silviculture and agriculture. Glomeromycota, clearly, present a special case of fungi be-
cause of their obligate symbiotic lifestyle, meaning that it is possible to control their spatial
structure through manipulating the location of their plant hosts. A follow up question
revolves around assessing the degree to which there are comparable patterns in other
systems of fungi and the overall consequences for ecosystem functioning.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/article/10
.3390/app11115297/s1, Overview (and detailed statistics) of the six tests that had Jaccard coefficients
as response variables.
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Abstract: FAPROTAX is a promising tool for predicting ecological relevant functions of bacterial and
archaeal taxa derived from 16S rRNA amplicon sequencing. The database was initially developed to
predict the function of marine species using standard microbiological references. This study, however,
has attempted to access the application of FAPROTAX in soil environments. We hypothesized that
FAPROTAX was compatible with terrestrial ecosystems. The potential use of FAPROTAX to assign
ecological functions of soil bacteria was investigated using meta-analysis and our newly designed
experiments. Soil samples from two major terrestrial ecosystems, including agricultural land and
forest, were collected. Bacterial taxonomy was analyzed using Illumina sequencing of the 16S rRNA
gene and ecological functions of the soil bacteria were assigned by FAPROTAX. The presence of
all functionally assigned OTUs (Operation Taxonomic Units) in soil were manually checked using
peer-reviewed articles as well as standard microbiology books. Overall, we showed that sample
source was not a predominant factor that limited the application of FAPROTAX, but poor taxonomic
identification was. The proportion of assigned taxa between aquatic and non-aquatic ecosystems
was not significantly different (p > 0.05). There were strong and significant correlations (σ = 0.90–0.95,
p < 0.01) between the number of OTUs assigned to genus or order level and the number of functionally
assigned OTUs. After manual verification, we found that more than 97% of the FAPROTAX assigned
OTUs have previously been detected and potentially performed functions in agricultural and forest
soils. We further provided information regarding taxa capable of N-fixation, P and K solubilization,
which are three main important elements in soil systems and can be integrated with FAPROTAX to
increase the proportion of functionally assigned OTUs. Consequently, we concluded that FAPROTAX
can be used for a fast-functional screening or grouping of 16S derived bacterial data from terrestrial
ecosystems and its performance could be enhanced through improving the taxonomic and functional
reference databases.

Keywords: soil; FAPROTAX; functional annotation; bacterial function
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1. Introduction

Microbes are known as engines of an ecosystem as their growth and metabolisms drive
various biogeochemical cycles and mediate many ecological processes such as decomposing
organic compounds, solubilizing mineral substances and promoting plant performance [1].
Moreover, microbes also play important roles in removing toxic pollutants and chemical
contaminants. For instance, microorganisms transform aromatic compounds into harmless
metabolites or less/nontoxic forms [2]. Other harmful metabolites that are converted by
microorganisms include hydrocarbon compounds [3], heavy metals [4] and other chemicals
with excessive concentrations in an environment [5–7].

Various tools have been developed for the prediction of ecological functions of micro-
bial taxa derived from amplicon-based next-generation sequencing data. These tools allow
us to investigate both community and functional composition of microbes. The usefulness
of these tools depends on thorough and global data on microbial community and functions,
which would provide deeper insight for microbial ecological research and could be a low-
cost alternative to metagenomic sequencing [8,9]. As a result, many functional prediction
tools were generated for both prokaryotic and eukaryotic microorganisms. For example,
FUNGuild is a typical functional prediction tool for fungi, providing guild characteristics
of the detected taxa, such as saprotroph, pathogen, decomposer or lichenivorous fungi,
based on their taxonomic identity [10]. Other tools such as phylogenetic investigation
of communities by reconstruction of unobserved states (PICRUSt) [11,12], pathway pre-
diction by phylogenetic placement (PAPRICA) [13], predicting functional profiles from
metagenomic 16S rRNA data (Tax4Fun) [8] and functional annotation of prokaryotic taxa
(FAPROTAX) [9] were developed to predict bacterial and archaeal functions. The former
three predict the functions based on gene content of detected taxa, whereas the latter is
the only tool that uses experimental data on culturable taxa to identify functional groups,
metabolic phenotypes or ecologically relevant functions [9]. Furthermore, FAPROTAX may
be more preferable for functional prediction of the biogeochemical cycle of environmental
samples [9,14,15].

The FAPROTAX is a database that maps bacterial or archaeal taxa to metabolic or
ecologically relevant functions (i.e., nitrogen fixation, sulfate respiration or hydrocarbon
degradation) using literature on culture representatives. This means that if all cultured
members of a taxon can perform a function, the function will be assigned to all members of
this taxon (cultured and uncultured). The FAPROTAX provides a python script to convert
OTUs tables into functional tables based on taxa identified in a sample and functional
phenotype of each taxon in the FAPROTAX database. This database was initially built
for a study on marine environments, containing over 80 functions and 4600 taxonomic
details of bacteria and archaea from oceans [9]. However, FAPROTAX used standard
references (in Bergey’s manual of systematic bacteriology [16–20]. The prokaryotes [21]
and International Journal of Systematic and Evolutionary Microbiology [22]) for general
bacteria and archaea living in both aquatic and terrestrial ecosystems. This implies that the
functional assignments are not completely dependent on habitats (aquatic vs. terrestrial
systems) and highly dependent on taxonomic information at genus, species or strain
levels of a particular bacterial and archaeal taxon. Consequently, many studies have
used FAPROTAX for functional annotation of bacteria and archaea on various ecosystems
including aquatic [9,23–27] and terrestrial systems [28–31], as well as human and animal
microbiome [14,32].

Despite the compatibility to the soil system, FAPROTAX is still not widely utilized for
functional annotation of soil bacteria and archaea because there has been no effort to test the
capability of FAPROTAX in soil. Some important questions remain, for example, (i) what
proportions of bacterial and archaeal taxa are living in soil that are successfully annotated
using FAPROTAX (as compared to aquatic systems) and (ii) are functional annotations
using FAPROTAX accurate in soil systems?

This study aimed to investigate the potential use of FAPROTAX for bacterial functional
annotation in non-aquatic ecosystems, specifically in soil. We used both published and
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newly prepared soil microbial datasets of three ecosystems (mangrove, agriculture and
forest). In total, four datasets, including mangrove rhizosphere soil, agricultural bulk soil,
agricultural rhizosphere soil and forest soil, were processed. We (i) tested the differences in
functional annotated capacity between non-aquatic and aquatic ecosystem using published
articles (meta-analysis), (ii) tested the accuracy of FAPROTAX annotation in soil systems by
manually checking both appearance and functional performance in soils of all functionally
assigned bacterial and archaeal operational taxonomic units (OTUs) with previously pub-
lished literature and, (iii) tested additional options to improve the functional assignment
capacity of FAPROTAX in soils by using relevant references (case study: nitrogen-fixing
bacteria in bulk and rhizosphere soils of Trifolium pratense).

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Sample Collection

We set up experiments to evaluate the suitability of FAPROTAX to assign functions
of soil bacterial and archaeal OTUs. Soil samples from two major terrestrial ecosystems,
agricultural grassland and forest were collected. Furthermore, one published dataset
on rhizosphere soil of Rhizophora stylosa was also added in this study [33]. Mangrove
ecosystems are considered as the interface between aquatic and terrestrial ecosystems [34];
thus, the mangrove soil samples were used as the borderline between the aquatic and
terrestrial ecosystems.

In the agricultural grassland ecosystem, bulk soil and rhizosphere soil of Trifolium
pratense were taken from five experimental plots of extensively used meadow (ambient
treatment) at the Global Change Experimental Facility (GCEF), Germany (51◦22′60′′ N,
11◦50′60′′ E) [35,36]. These experimental plots are managed as described in Schädler
et al. [35], where grasses and legumes growing in the plot are used to feed livestock. In this
study, three healthy pratense plants, which represent three subsamples, were taken from
each experimental plot. Bulk soil and rhizosphere soil were collected following the protocol
as described by Barillot et al. [37]. Briefly, bulk soil attached to the root was first removed
by vigorous shaking, then rhizosphere soil was collected by shaking the root in PCR-grade
water. Three subsamples of bulk soil and rhizosphere soil collected from the same plot
were pooled into one composite sample for each soil fraction. Overall, five composite
samples of bulk soil and five composite samples of rhizosphere soil (representing five true
replicates) were obtained.

In the forest ecosystem, soil samples were taken from a bamboo-deciduous forest [38]
which was dominated by Dendrocalamus membranaceous and Bambusa bambos, in northern
Thailand (18◦32′23′′ N, 99◦34′47′′ E). In detail, five replicated plots (5 × 5 m2) > 20 m
apart were selected. Five soil subsamples were collected to 10 cm depth in each plot using
an auger with 10 cm in diameter. The subsamples were then pooled into one composite
sample. In this study, all composite soil samples were homogenized and sieved (2 mm) to
remove stones, roots, macrofauna, and litter.

For the mangrove ecosystem, we used the dataset that has previously been pub-
lished by Purahong et al. [33]. In detail, this dataset consisted of 5 replicated samples
of rhizosphere soil of R. stylosa located in wetland at Pingtung County, southern Taiwan
(22◦26′17.6′′ N, 120◦29′29.6′′ E). Sample collection was described in detail in Purahong
et al. [33]. Briefly, five healthy, mature stylosa trees were selected, then four subsamples
of rhizosphere soil around each selected tree were collected, pooled and sieved to make a
composite sample.

All soil samples, including those from agricultural grassland, deciduous forest and
mangrove ecosystems, were kept at −20 ◦C for further analyses.

2.2. DNA Extraction, Sequencing and Taxonomy and Functional Assignment

DNA samples of both agricultural soils were extracted by QIAGEN DNeasy Power-
Soil kit, whereas those of forest soil were extracted by NucleoSpin® Soil DNA extrac-
tion kit. PCR amplification of the bacterial V3-V4 regions was conducted using the
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bacterial primer pair Bact341F (5′-CCTACGGGNGG-CWGCAG-3′) and Bact785R (5′-
GACTACHVGGGTATCTAATCC-3′) [39]. Amplicons were sequenced using an Illumina
MiSeq platform and V3 Chemistry (Illumina). All amplification and sequencing steps were
performed at RTL Genomics (Lubbock, TX, USA).

Bioinformatics was proceeded on MOTHUR 1.33.3 [40] following Standard Operating
Procedure (SOP) custom analysis workflow. Raw reads, overlapping more than 20 base pairs,
were first assembled to generate paired-end reads, then filtered to get high-quality reads,
containing at least 200 bp length and having a minimum average quality of 25 Phred score.
Chimeric sequences were checked using UCHIME in de novo mode [41], as implemented
in MOTHUR and removed from the datasets. The cleaned sequences were clustered at
97% sequence identity and assigned taxonomy using the SILVA 132 database for bacterial
16S rRNA gene [42]. Ecologically relevant functions were then assigned to all detected
OTUs using FAPROTAX [9]. In detail, a taxon (e.g., strain, species or genus) was annotated
to certain functions if there was a literature report on a culture representative of the
taxon that performed the functions. For example, if all cultured species of a genus were
previously reported as sulfate reducers, all detected taxa belonging to the genus were also
considered as sulfate reducers. All database and assignment instructions are available
at http://www.loucalab.com/archive/FAPROTAX/. Lastly, rare OTUs (singletons to
tripletons), which could potentially originate from sequencing error, were removed. The
remaining reads were normalized to the minimum read count per sample of each dataset.
Final OTU tables of all datasets are available in supplementary Tables S1.1–S1.3. The
raw sequences are available in the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI)
under BioProject accession number: PRJNA646011 for forest and agricultural soils and
PRJNA554586 for mangrove soil.

2.3. Validation of FAPROTAX
2.3.1. Peer-Reviewed Publications: Difference in Functional Assignment Percentage of
Aquatic and Non-Aquatic Samples.

The functional assignment percentage (proportion of number of OTUs assigned by
FAPROTAX to total detected OTUs in each study) presented in peer-reviewed publications
was gathered and divided based on sampling source into 2 main groups, including aquatic
and non-aquatic data (Table S3). Differences in the functional assignment percentage over
aquatic and non-aquatic data were tested using the Mann-Whitney U test in PAST program
v. 2.17c [43]. Shapiro-Wilk and Fligner-Killeen were used to test normality and equality of
variances between the two groups.

2.3.2. Taxonomic Identification and FAPROTAX Assignment

The datasets, including twenty soil samples derived from agricultural-bulk soil (n = 5),
agricultural-rhizosphere soil (n = 5), forest soil (n = 5) and mangrove soil (n = 5), were
used to test the correlation between number of functionally assigned OTUs and number
of OTUs identified to different taxonomic ranks (Genus, Order and Phylum). Firstly, the
normality of these data sets was analyzed using Shapiro-Wilk test. We detected non-normal
distribution in some data sets (p < 0.05); thus, Spearman’s rank correlation method was
used to test the correlation between number of functionally assigned OTUs and number
of OTUs identified to each taxonomic rank. The correlation method was analyzed using
stat_cor function in ggpubr package [44]. The simple linear regressions, showing the
relationship between the two variables, were plotted with ggscatter function of the ggpubr
package. These correlation analyses were run on R (version 3.6.2) [45].

2.3.3. Validation of FAPROTAX on Soil Bacteria

Bacterial taxa provided in a file called “FAPROTAX.txt”, which is a database for
FAPROTAX analysis (http://www.loucalab.com/archive/FAPROTAX/lib/php/index.
php?section=Download), were randomly selected and habitat of the selected taxa was
identified using references cited in the database. This action indicated that prokaryotic
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taxa and functional results in the FAPROTAX database have been obtained not only from
aquatic samples but also from non-aquatic environments (an example is presented in
Table S4) which lead to the promising application of FAPROTAX in soil samples.

Subsequently, four datasets, including agricultural-bulk soil, agricultural-rhizosphere
soil, forest soil and mangrove soil, were used as examples to validate the suitability of
FAPROTAX applied to soil samples. In this section, OTUs that were functionally assigned
by FAPROTAX were used (Tables S2.1–S2.3). In detail, FAPROTAX assigned OTUs was first
checked on the appearance of each taxon in soil habitat using peer-reviewed publications. If
a taxon was previously reported in soil systems, we confirmed the appearance by using the
word “Yes”. On the other hand, if there was no record of a taxon in soil systems, we used
the word “No” (Tables S2.1–S2.3: column named “Confirmation living in soil”). Secondly,
functional performance in soil systems of the FAPROTAX assigned OTUs was manually
checked using a similar procedure as FAPROTAX database (a taxon was assigned to certain
functions if there was a literature report on a representative of the taxon that performed
the functions). The functional performance was confirmed by using “Yes” when particular
OTUs have been reported and performed the function in soil, whereas “No” was used for
those with no record of functional performance in soil (Tables S2.1–S2.3: column named
“Confirmation on functions in soil habitat”). The performance of FAPROTAX assignment
in soil sample was indicated by number of FAPROTAX assigned OTUs that were both
available and performed the assigned function in soil.

2.3.4. Additional Literature on Soil Functions

Bacterial taxa that were identified as a driver on phosphate solubilization, potassium
solubilization and nitrogen fixation were provided (Table 1). These taxa and functions
were overlooked from FAPROTAX database (file named “FAPROTAX.txt” available at
FAPROTAX webpage). Subsequently, the advantage of the literature added was tested
using soil samples from agricultural bulk soil and rhizosphere soil of T. pratense datasets.
In detail, the nitrogen fixation function was manually assigned to a particular OTU in the
datasets when that OTU was identified as one of the taxa in Table 1 (nitrogen fixation).
Then, the number of manually assigned OTUs was counted and compared with that of
OTUs assigned to nitrogen fixation by FAPROTAX.

Table 1. A list of bacterial taxa capable of nitrogen fixation, phosphate and potassium solubilization.

Functions Taxa References

Nitrogen fixation

Allorhizobium, Azorhizobium, Bradyrhizobium, Ensifer,
Mesorhizobium, Rhizobium, Aminobacter, Devosia,

Methylobacterium, Microvirga, Ochrobactrum,
Phyllobacterium, Shinella, Burkholderia,

Paraburkholderia, Cupriavidus, Bacillus safencis, Bacillus
licheniformis, Bacillus cereus, Bacillus megaterium,

Bacillus aerophilus, Bacillus flexus, Bacillus
oceanisediminis, Bacillus circulans, Bacillus aerophilus,

Bacillus subtilis

[46,47]

Potassium
solubilization

Bacillus mucilaginosus, Bacillus circulanscan, Bacillus
edaphicus, Bacillus megaterium, Acidithiobacillus

ferrooxidans, Enterobacter hormaechei, Paenibacillus
mucilaginosus, Paenibacillus glucanolyticus

[48,49]
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Table 1. Cont.

Functions Taxa References

Phosphate
solubilization

Aerobactor aerogenes, Actinomadura oligospora,
Azospirillum brasilense, Bacillus circulans, Bacillus
cereus, Bacillus fusiformis, Bacillus pumils, Bacillus
megaterium, Bacillus mycoides, Bacillus polymyxa,
Bacillus coagulans, Bacillus chitinolyticus, Bacillus
subtilis, Pseudomonas putida, Pseudomonas striata,

Pseudomonas fluorescens, Pseudomonas calcis,
Escherichia intermedia, Enterobacter asburiae, Serratia
phosphoticum, Thiobacillus ferroxidans, Thiobacillus
thioxidans, Rhizobium meliloti, Bacillus pulvifaciens,

Bacillus sircalmous, Pseudomonas canescens,
Pseudomonas fluorescens, Pantoea agglomerans,
Rhizobium meliloti, Rhizobium leguminosarum,
Mesorhizobium mediterraneum, Acinetobacter

rhizosphaerae, Streptomyces albus, Streptomyces cyaneus,
Streptoverticillium album, Azotobacter chroococcum

[50,51]

3. Results

3.1. Assignment Percentage of Aquatic and Non-Aquatic Samples Based on Previous Studies

We found no significant difference between assignment percentage (proportion of
FAPROTAX assigned OTUs in total detected OTUs) of aquatic and non-aquatic data in
datasets from peer-reviewed publications (Figure 1 and Table S3). The percentage of aquatic
samples, including water from hot spring, lake, river, ocean and glacier, varied from 1.87%
to 62.65%, while those from other ecosystems, including various soil samples and animal
skins, varied from 10.21% to 65.30% (Figure 1).

 

Figure 1. FAPROTAX assignment percentages over aquatic and non-aquatic ecosystems. (a) Bar plot
showing the average proportion of FAPROTAX assignment based on previous studies of aquatic
samples (blue) and non-aquatic samples (yellow). Error bars represent standard error of the mean
and the letter “ns” indicates statistical insignificance tested by Mann-Whitney U test. (b) FAPROTAX
assignment percentage over different sample sources based on previous literature. (c) The assign-
ment percentage found in soil samples from mangrove, agriculture and forest ecosystems in this
present study.
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3.2. General Overview of Bioinformatics and FAPROTAX Assignment of Data Derived from Soil
Samples

A total of 196,366 reads (on average 19,637 ± 2355 reads per sample) of bacterial
16S rRNA gene were detected in agricultural bulk soil and rhizosphere soil, after quality
filtering and chimeric sequence removal. For forest and mangrove soils, 119,433 reads (on
average 23,886 ± 1980 reads per sample) and 66,263 reads (on average 19,637 ± 2355 reads
per sample [33]) were detected, respectively. After rare OTUs were removed, the sequences
were normalized to the smallest read numbers per sample, which were 4951, 12,269 and
7086 [33] reads per sample for agricultural soils (bulk soil and rhizosphere soil), forest soil,
and mangrove rhizosphere soil, respectively.

Different bacterial OTUs were obtained from agricultural bulk soil (3329), agricultural
rhizosphere soil (3365), forest soil (2177) and mangrove rhizosphere soil of R. stylosa (2497).
The proportion of OTUs that were identified to different taxonomic ranks and that of
functional assignments were presented in Figure 2. Functional assignment capacities of
agricultural soils (bulk soil and rhizosphere soil), forest soil and mangrove rhizosphere soil
accounted for 28.24–28.42%, 12.48% and 15.86% (Figure 1) and the number of functions
assigned to those samples were 34, 36, 37 and 52 functions, respectively (Figure S1).
Predominant functions across all samples belonged to chemoheterotrophy, followed by
aerobic chemoheterotrophy (Figure 3). However, when we focused on more specific
functions, the result showed differences in dominant functions involved in biogeochemical
cycling derived from each ecosystem (Figure 3).

Figure 2. Taxonomic information across all soil samples and correlation between numbers of identified and functionally
assigned OTUs. (a) Proportion of OTUs identifying to different taxonomic ranks. (b) Bar plot showing FAPROTAX’s func-
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tional assignment percentage (TB: agricultural bulk soil, TRh: agricultural rhizosphere soil, SF: forest soil and Rs: mangrove-
rhizosphere soil). Linear regression showing Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient and p-value on the relationship between
number of FAPROTAX-functional assigned OTUs and number of identified OTUs to different taxonomic ranks which are (c)
Genus, (d) Order and (e) Phylum. “No.” is an abbreviation of “Number”.

Figure 3. Heatmap of metabolic phenotypes/functions of bacteria. The data based on OTUs occurrence (number of OTUs
capable for each function) derived from agricultural bulk soil (TB), agricultural rhizosphere soil (TRh), forest soil (SF) and
mangrove-rhizosphere soil (Rs) samples.

3.3. Correlation between the Number of Functionally Assigned OTUs and Taxonomically Identified
OTUs in Each Taxonomic Rank

Significant and positive correlations (σ = 0.90–0.95, p < 0.01, Figure 2c,d) were found
between the number of functionally assigned OTUs and number of OTUs assigned at genus
and order levels, whereas the correlation between that at phylum level was not statistically
significant (σ = 0.11, p = 0.64, Figure 2e). Although strong correlations between the numbers
of functionally assigned OTUs and numbers of OTUs assigned at genus and order levels
are detected in this study, we noted that a small set of data (20 samples) was used for the
correlation analysis. Thus, these correlation results should be interpreted carefully.

3.4. Accuracy of Functionally Assigned Bacterial and Archaeal OTUs Based on FAPROTAX in
Soil Systems

The result showed that more than 97% of the FAPROTAX assigned OTUs have pre-
viously been detected and potentially performed the functions in agricultural (1081 out
of 1098 OTUs) and forest soils (265 out of 272 OTUs). On the other hand, only 28.79%
(114 out of 396 OTUS) of functionally assigned OTUs detected in Mangrove rhizosphere
soil had record of appearance and assigned functional performance in soil. We found
that several detected taxa, including but not limited to Demequina, Euzebya, Maribacter,
Marinobacter, Muricauda, Desulfatitalea, Desulfopila, were found to potentially perform the
assigned functions in an estuary, seawater, sediment, and other marine habitats (Table S2.3).
However, it should be noted that mangrove is a unique habitat with a mixture of land and
sea, and therefore some aquatic bacteria can possibly be detected.
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3.5. Impact of Adding Reported Datasets to Functional Assignment Percentage

In total, 17 and 31 OTUs detected in the agricultural bulk and rhizosphere soil, respec-
tively, were functionally assigned to nitrogen fixation by FAPROTAX, while the additions
of 53 and 59 OTUs were assigned the function by a manual search based on reference given
in Table 1. Several taxa that could potentially perform nitrogen fixation were assigned in
addition to Rhizobium gallicum, the only taxon that was assigned by FAPROTAX (Table 2).

Table 2. Number of OTUs capable of N-fixation before and after adding data from previous studies and the names of
additional taxa.

Ecosystems
No. of N-Fixation

(FAPROTAX
Assignment)

No. of Additional OTU
Manually

Assigned to N-Fixation
Additional Taxa Capable of N-Fixation

Agricultural
Bulk soil 17 53

Bacillus megaterium, Bacillus cereus, Ensifer,
Bradyrhizobium, Microvirga, Phyllobacterium,
Mesorhizobium, Allorhizobium-Neorhizobium-

Pararhizobium-Rhizobium,
Burkholderia-Caballeronia-Paraburkholderia, Devosia,

Methylobacterium

Agricultural
Rhizosphere soil 31 59

Bacillus megaterium, Ensifer, Bradyrhizobium,
Mesorhizobium, Phyllobacterium, Microvirga,

Devosia, Allorhizobium-Neorhizobium-
Pararhizobium-Rhizobium,

Burkholderia-Caballeronia-Paraburkholderia,
Methylobacterium

4. Discussion

Keeping possible biases inherent to molecular technique and next-generation se-
quencing (NGS) in mind [9] (i.e., PCR, short-read sequences, pan-genome concept of
bacterial evolution), many works demonstrated that NGS can be successfully used to
improve our understanding of bacterial taxonomic structure and functional profile across
aquatic [9,17–21] and terrestrial ecosystems [22–25]. One of the most commonly used NGS
techniques (Illumina Miseq) offers paired-end reads, which increase almost two times of
the non-merging read length (i.e., 580 bp for MiSeq reads of 300 bp with a 20 bp minimal
overlap) [52]. In this study, we demonstrated that FAPROTAX was able to assign functions
to prokaryotic taxa derived from both aquatic and terrestrial sources, especially soils. Even
though aquatic samples tend to gain higher assignment than those of terrestrial samples,
no significant difference was found on assignment percentage between different sample
sources based on a limited number of publications (Table S3).

Several previous studies used this tool to predict the functions of bacterial/archaeal
communities residing in not only aquatic habitats but also in soil samples. For example,
FAPROTAX was used to assess the impact of microbial inoculation and fertilizer application
on soil bacterial functions involved in for C and N cycles [53–55]. Specifically, Gao et al. [53]
showed stimulation of denitrification and nitrification in soil after Spartina alterniflora inva-
sion, as well as Li et al. [54] revealed a significant effect of straw incorporation and nitrogen
fertilization on hydrocarbon degradation and nitrogen fixation. Similarly, Wang et al. [55]
showed an increase of aerobic nitrite oxidation in soil inoculated with multi-species inoc-
ulants. Moreover, FAPROTAX was utilized in several studies that aimed to compare the
effect between different treatments or a response of site managements [15,28,56–59]. For in-
stance, it was used to investigate the effects of bacterial functions after grazing prohibition
and in plantation and natural forest [15,28,56]. The increase in denitrification and nitrifica-
tion functions was found after soil tillage and forest-to-agriculture conversion [57,58]. In
addition to soil samples, FAPROTAX has also been helpful in predicting bacterial functions
of animals and human microbiome. For examples, FAPROTAX was used to compare the
functional richness of bacteria in gallbladder and gut between young and adult rabbits [60],
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infer biogeochemical processes, especially in nitrogen and manganese cycling occurring
on human and mammalian skin [32] and show the impact of environmental factors on the
functional diversity of bacteria in frog skin [14]. Although FAPROTAX is unable to reveal
functional phenotypes of all taxa in the community, previous studies have shown that it
was a helpful tool to highlight functions related to biogeochemical dynamics, especially on
N and C cycle in non-aquatic samples and to compare functional profiles among treatments.

Our results also showed that sample source was not a primary factor that limited the
application of FAPROTAX, especially in soil samples. A strong positive and significant
correlation between the number of functional assigned OTUs and the number of OTUs
identified to the order and genus levels, but not with those assigned to phylum level implies
that poor taxonomic identification was an important factor that limited FAPROTAX func-
tional assignment in soil samples. Since certain functions are conserved at low taxonomic
levels (species, genus or order), OTUs identified only at a phylum level usually cannot be
assigned to any function. The study cases on agricultural and forest soil samples reported
that more than 97% of functionally assigned OTUs have previously been reported to exist
(previously reported on both appearance and functional performance) in soil samples
(Tables S2.1–S2.3). We found several studies that confirmed the presence of functionally
assigned taxa in soil bacterial communities. For example, taxa related to C-cycle such as
Nocardioides, which was previously isolated from soil, was assigned to aromatic compound
degradation and confirmed the ability to degrade hexachlorobenzene [61]. Rhodococcus
species was also assigned to hydrocarbons degradation and was found to have the ability
to utilize various hydrocarbons groups in soil [62]. Similarly, taxa involved in nitrogen
cycles, such as Rhizobium gallicum (nitrogen fixation) and Micromonospora aurantiaca (nitrate
reduction and cellulolysis), were also found in soil [63,64] (see Tables S2.1–S2.3 for more
information). These lines of evidence confirmed that some taxa available in the FAPROTAX
database are generally dispersed across different ecosystems, including soil, even though
they were originally generated from aquatic samples. Moreover, we showed that bacterial
taxa and functional prediction presented in the FAPROTAX database were not only derived
from aquatic samples but also from soil, plants and animals (Table S4). These results
support our hypothesis that FAPROTAX was compatible with terrestrial ecosystems. On
the other hand, lower portion of soil-detected taxa but high portion of marine-detected taxa
in mangrove rhizosphere soil was not surprising results because mangrove land is located
at the boundary between terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems. Therefore, it is possible to
detect both marine and soil bacterial taxa in the area [65]. More importantly, we confirmed
that a number of bacterial taxa found in mangrove rhizosphere soil were also found in
soil system.

Furthermore, we demonstrated that the addition of references on bacterial taxa ca-
pable of a particular function could significantly increase the efficiency of the functional
assignment. This study showed that adding more references to nitrogen fixation function
can increase the number of OTUs assigned to the function by 2–3 times, accounting for a
2% increase in total functional assignment percentage. The absence of the nitrogen fixation
function may be due to FAPROTAX being created based on aquatic samples [9]; thus,
some terrestrial specialized taxa were neglected from the database. Furthermore, bulk and
rhizosphere soils of red clover (Trifolium pratense) are known to colonize by diverse N-fixing
bacteria [66]. Consequently, using relevant and up-to-date references of current status of N-
fixing bacterial legume symbiosis can strongly increase the number of functional assigned
bacterial taxa. Specifically, many important N-fixing bacterial genera, for examples Ensifer,
Bradyrhizobium, Microvirga, Mesorhizobium, Devosia, etc., are not included in FAPROTAX
as N-fixing bacteria. Therefore, FAPROTAX database still needs to be extended to cover
other relevant functions in soils. This study provided soil bacterial taxa capable of nitrogen
fixation, phosphate and potassium solubilization, so further study on soil sample could
make the most of our work.

Although this study has demonstrated that FAPROTAX was compatible with soil sam-
ples, the bias of this tool should be kept in mind. The FAPROTAX has an assumption that if
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all cultured members of a taxon can perform a function, all members of that taxon (cultured
and uncultured) can perform that function. Moreover, since soil ecosystem contains several
biogeochemical cycles as well as diverse prokaryotic taxa, it is concerning that FAPROTAX
may have low performance (low functional assignment percentage) for certain soil samples.
We recommend that further work should add more soil-specific functions and prokaryotic
taxa to optimize the performance of this tool. On the other hand, other alternative tools can
be applied for bacterial functional annotation in soil, such as PICRUSt [11,12] or Tax4Fun [8].
Notice should be taken that each tool provides different aspects of bacterial functional
phenotypes. FAPROTAX presents functional phenotypes as metabolic and ecologically
relevant functions which are predicted based on the literature of cultured taxa (i.e., nitrogen
fixation, nitrification, hydrocarbon degradation, chitinolysis, cellulolysis, etc.), whereas
PICRUSt or Tax4Fun present functions as phenotypes of gene families or enzyme activities
which are predicted based on gene content. We simulate results from Tax4Fun to show the
functional phenotype of bacteria associated with the rhizosphere soil samples of Trifolium
pratense used in this study (Appendix A). The simulated results show various potential
enzymes that may be relevant to many soil functions (Figure A2). In our opinion, each
functional annotation tool provides information on different aspects of bacterial functions.
Selection of such tools for a particular study should depend on its purposes. If a study
focuses on key bacterial functions important for biogeochemical cycling as well as microbe-
microbe, plant-microbe and animal-microbe interactions, FAPROTAX can be a suitable
choice. On the other hand, if a study targets at changes of gene expression or potential
enzyme activity, other tools should be considered, such as PICRUSt or Tax4Fun.

In conclusion, this study presented that FAPROTAX database can be effectively used
to predict function of bacteria in soil samples. Even though the database cannot predict
function of all detected taxa, it can be beneficial for fast-functional screening or grouping
of 16S derived bacterial data from any ecosystem. We further suggested that additional
datasets of both the taxonomy and functional references could improve the FAPROTAX
database and thereby increase the number of functionally assigned OTUs derived from
16S rRNA.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/2076-3
417/11/2/688/s1; Figure S1: Heatmap of all detected functions of bacteria across all soil samples.
The data based on OTUs occurrence (number of OTUs capable for each function) derived from agricul-
tural bulk soil (TB), agricultural rhizosphere soil (TRh), forest soil (SF) and mangrove-rhizosphere soil
(Rs) samples. Table S1.1: OTU table of prokaryotic taxa detected in agricultural soil. Table S1.2: OTU
table of prokaryotic taxa detected in forest soil. Table S1.3: OTU table of prokaryotic taxa detected
in mangrove-rhizosphere soil. Table S2.1: FAPROTAX validation of prokaryotic taxa prokaryotic
taxa detected in agricultural soils showing evident based on peer-reviewed literature of soil ecosys-
tems on the appearance and the functional performance of prokaryotic taxa detected in agricultural
soils. Table S2.2: FAPROTAX validation of prokaryotic taxa prokaryotic taxa detected in forest soil
showing evident based on peer-reviewed literature of soil ecosystems on the appearance and the
functional performance of prokaryotic taxa detected in forest soil. Table S2.3: FAPROTAX validation
of prokaryotic taxa prokaryotic taxa detected in mangrove rhizosphere soil showing evident based
on peer-reviewed literature of soil ecosystems on the appearance and the functional performance
of prokaryotic taxa detected in mangrove rhizosphere soil. Table S3: Data from peer-reviewed
publications showing sample sources and proportion of number of OTUs assigned by FAPROTAX
to total detected OTUs. Table S4: Example of data from FAPROTAX database showing functions,
prokaryotic taxa and their habitat obtained from the reference cited in FAPROTAX database.
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Appendix A. Functional Phenotypes Derived from Tax4Fun and FAPROTAX. A

Simulate Result from Bacterial Communities of Agricultural Rhizosphere of

Trifolium pretense

A dataset (OTU table) consisted of bacterial communities in the rhizosphere of Trifolium
pratense was selected to simulate the result derived from Tax4Fun. In detail, the Tax4Fun [8]
R package, which employs 16S rRNA gene-based taxonomic information, and the Kyoto
Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) database were used to predict the metabolic
functional attributes of bacterial communities in the rhizosphere of T. pratense. Tax4Fun
converted the SILVA-labelled OTUs into prokaryotic KEGG organisms and normalized
these predictions using the 16S rRNA copy number (obtained from the National Center for
Biotechnology Information genome annotations). Furthermore, FAPROTAX was also used
to predicted bacterial function of the same dataset following the FAPROTAX’s instruction
(http://www.loucalab.com/archive/FAPROTAX/) [9].

A total of 36 functions were derived from FAPROTAX (Figure A1). FAPROTAX
showed ecologically relevant functions which concern biogeological cycles, such as ni-
trification, cellulolysis and hydrocarbon degradation, and the interaction of microbe to
plants/animals, such as plant pathogen or invertebrate parasites (Figure A1). On the other
hand, Tax4Fun provided a total of 6338 functions which included functions that involved
in soil biogeochemical cycles, such as chitinase, beta-glucosidase or acid phosphatase, and
not involved in soil system, such as sn-glycerol 3-phosphate transport system ATP-binding
protein, queuine tRNA-ribosyltransferase, and DNA-directed RNA polymerase. In order
to use Tax4Fun, the researcher might have an overview of functions required for their
work, then sort only interesting functions to be investigated. For example, in this case, we
gathered 30 enzymes involved in soil system (Table A1) and show the functional profile
presented in Figure A2.

However, we believe that both functional annotation tool contributes most benefit, but
different aspect for each work. The selection of these tools should depend on the purpose
of each study. If a study focuses on the biogeochemical cycle or the interaction of microbe
to plants/animals, FAPROTAX would be the best alternatives. Moreover, FAPRROTAX
is quite easy to follow as it provides plain functional phenotypes. On the other hand, if a
study pays more attention to enzyme activity, Tax4Fun should be a great choice.
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Figure A1. Heatmap shows all functions of bacteria predicted by FAPROTAX. The data based on OTUs abundance derived
from rhizosphere soil samples (TRh) of red clover (Trifolium pratense).

Figure A2. Heatmap shows functions of bacteria predicted by Tax4Fun. The data based on OTUs abundance derived from
rhizosphere soil samples (TRh) of red clover (Trifolium pratense).
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Table A1. Tax4Func functions involved in soil system and its description.

Tax4Fun Output Function’s Description References

K02274; cytochrome c oxidase subunit I [EC:1.9.3.1] Aerobic Respiration [67]
K00860; adenylylsulfate kinase [EC:2.7.1.25] Assimilatory Sulfate Reduction [67]
K00957; sulfate adenylyltransferase subunit 2 [EC:2.7.7.4] Assimilatory Sulfate Reduction [67]
K00016; L-lactate dehydrogenase [EC:1.1.1.27] Fermentation [67]
K00400; methyl coenzyme M reductase system, component A2 Methanogenesis [67]
K00265; glutamate synthase (NADPH/NADH) large chain
[EC:1.4.1.13 1.4.1.14] Nitrogen Assimilation [67]

K01915; glutamine synthetase [EC:6.3.1.2] Nitrogen Assimilation [67]
K02588; nitrogenase iron protein NifH [EC:1.18.6.1] Nitrogen Fixation [67]
K02591; nitrogenase molybdenum-iron protein beta chain
[EC:1.18.6.1] Nitrogen Fixation [67]

K00261; glutamate dehydrogenase (NAD(P)+) [EC:1.4.1.3] Nitrogen Mineralization [67]
K00262; glutamate dehydrogenase (NADP+) [EC:1.4.1.4] Nitrogen Mineralization [67]
K00260; glutamate dehydrogenase [EC:1.4.1.2] Nitrogen Mineralization [67]
K02567; periplasmic nitrate reductase NapA [EC:1.7.99.4] Nitrogen Reduction [67]
K01011; thiosulfate/3-mercaptopyruvate sulfurtransferase
[EC:2.8.1.1 2.8.1.2] Sulfur Mineralisation [67]

K01077; alkaline phosphatase [EC:3.1.3.1] Cleaving of PO4 from
P-containing OM [68]

K01078; acid phosphatase [EC:3.1.3.2] Cleaving of PO4 from
P-containing OM [68]

K01183; chitinase [EC:3.2.1.14] Hydrolysis of chitooligosaccharides [68]
K01225; cellulose 1,4-beta-cellobiosidase [EC:3.2.1.91] Hydrolysis of cellulose [68]
K01198; xylan 1,4-beta-xylosidase [EC:3.2.1.37] Hydrolysis of hemicellulose [68]
K05349; beta-glucosidase [EC:3.2.1.21] Hydrolysis of cellulose [68]
K05350; beta-glucosidase [EC:3.2.1.21] Hydrolysis of cellulose [68]
K14048; urease subunit gamma/beta [EC:3.5.1.5] Hydrolysis of urea [68]
K01428; urease subunit alpha [EC:3.5.1.5] Hydrolysis of urea [68]
K01429; urease subunit beta [EC:3.5.1.5] Hydrolysis of urea [68]
K01430; urease subunit gamma [EC:3.5.1.5] Hydrolysis of urea [68]
K14048; urease subunit gamma/beta [EC:3.5.1.5] Hydrolysis of urea [68]
K15922; alpha-glucosidase [EC:3.2.1.20] Hydrolysis of soluble saccharides [68]
K01187; alpha-glucosidase [EC:3.2.1.20] Hydrolysis of soluble saccharides [68]

K01198; xylan 1,4-beta-xylosidase [EC:3.2.1.37] Release of xylose from short
xylan oligomers [69]

K01225; cellulose 1,4-beta-cellobiosidase [EC:3.2.1.91] Release of cellobiose from
non-reducing end of cellulose chains [69]
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Abstract: Due to their small size, microorganisms directly experience only a tiny portion of the envi-
ronmental heterogeneity manifested in the soil. The microscale variations in soil properties constrain
the distribution of fungi and bacteria, and the extent to which they can interact with each other,
thereby directly influencing their behavior and ecological roles. Thus, to obtain a realistic under-
standing of bacterial–fungal interactions, the spatiotemporal complexity of their microenvironments
must be accounted for. The objective of this review is to further raise awareness of this important
aspect and to discuss an overview of possible methodologies, some of easier applicability than others,
that can be implemented in the experimental design in this field of research. The experimental design
can be rationalized in three different scales, namely reconstructing the physicochemical complexity
of the soil matrix, identifying and locating fungi and bacteria to depict their physical interactions,
and, lastly, analyzing their molecular environment to describe their activity. In the long term, only
relevant experimental data at the cell-to-cell level can provide the base for any solid theory or model
that may serve for accurate functional prediction at the ecosystem level. The way to this level of
application is still long, but we should all start small.

Keywords: soil microbiology; cultivation; isotope probing; nanoSIMS; microfluidics; heterogeneity;
microbial communication; distribution

1. Introduction

Living organisms are always and constantly interacting with their biotic and abiotic
environment, irrespective of habitat, trophic level, or biological function. The network
of interacting organisms is a mosaic and entwined reality that, depending on the scale
of analysis, may be described at different levels of complexity. Cumulative cell-to-cell
interactions among organisms belonging to very different taxa levels and origins, such
as animals, protists, fungi, bacteria, archaea, and viruses, determine the overall microbial
community activity in a given habitat. These interactions have an effect not just on their
surrounding environment (i.e., microenvironment), but also influence large-scale fluxes
and, thus, impact global ecosystem processes [1]. However, especially for soil biota, there
is still a marked gap between studies performed in laboratory conditions and the in vivo
reality [2]. Although providing crucially relevant data, this reduction in complexity cannot
resolve general principles of microbial interactions at the ecosystem level [3].

In this review, we focus on bacterial and fungal interactions (BFI) in soil, and how
the technologies available today can be applied for a better understanding of the behavior
and phenotypic diversity of these organisms when closely linked to their micro-habitat.
Information on the properties of soil and on how its spatial and chemical heterogeneity
affects the dynamics of BFI will be described first, to justify the selection of strategies and
methodologies reported in the later sections. This minireview is not meant to be exhaustive
on either topic, as the arrays of approaches and studies available is extensive and beyond
the means of this review. When possible, relevant examples on BFI are given but, in many
cases, it was inevitable to refer to research on interactions within bacteria or other taxa.
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2. Fungi, Bacteria and Their Microenvironment

Interactions within the soil biota are an especially challenging and fascinating topic;
as a consequence of the microorganisms’ size, the variable metabolic activities of nearby
microbes, and the changes in physicochemical conditions over short intervals of time and
distance (soil heterogeneity), numerous microenvironments can co-exist in close proximity
within a given habitat. Understanding the fine scale heterogeneity of soil environments is a
prerequisite for predicting and contextualizing the physiology of the present organisms
and metabolic interactions among community members. Their dynamics, in all their shapes
and forms, are the consequences of their adaptation in response to the micro-habitats they
experience (Figure 1).

 

Figure 1. The complexity of soil depends on the scale of analysis and is ultimately a mosaic of dynamic microenvironments
defined at a specific point in time and space. Fungi and bacteria, together with other soil residents, live, grow and interact
in this reality to the best of their fitness, perpetually looking for their realized niche.

2.1. The Hidden Properties of Soil

Basic physical laws govern and dictate the properties of each of the microscopic
components that compose soils; the surface-to-volume ratio increases with the decreasing
dimensions of an object, leading to surface effects, such as surface tension, capillary forces,
adhesion, and viscous drag.

Soil is a highly heterogeneous medium, consisting of a mixture of solid material, and
of water- or air-filled pores [4] (Figure 1). Thus, soil can be theoretically interpreted, either
as the (organized) arrangement of aggregates/particles in the soil (i.e., soil structure) [5,6],
or as the connectivity, tortuosity, and heterogeneity of the pore space between these soil
components (i.e., soil architecture) [7] (for a complete argumentation on soil structure
versus soil architecture, see Baveye et al. [3]). Albeit the hierarchical organization of
aggregates highly depends on the amount of energy that is applied to take the soil apart,
soils can be classified based on the distribution of their different aggregate species (i.e., soil
texture). The aggregates are generally divided depending on their size, i.e., from (very)
stable micro-aggregates (<2 μm), which are mainly composed of organic matter and clays,
to less stable macro-aggregates, which are commonly composed of silt (2–63 μm) or sand
(63 μm to 2 mm) [8]. Physical and chemical processes driven by both biotic and abiotic
factors cause changes in aggregate size and continuous particle rearrangement. These
constant changes in spatial organization of the solids and voids affect the architecture and
connectivity of the pore space, which, in turn, affects the distribution of water and gases [9],
as well as the diffusion of substrates (e.g., organic matter) [10,11] and solutes (e.g., elements
and ions) [12] in soil.
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Water is one of the most important, but at the same time is most variable component of
soil. Soil’s water content depends on soil composition, rainfall, drainage, evaporation, tem-
perature, and plant cover. Water is the medium connecting spatially separated areas in the
soil matrix and becomes the solvent in which organic matter, microelements, and metabo-
lites of different biological origins are dissolved or suspended (i.e., soil solution). The
degree of water retention in soil microenvironments mainly depends on the soil pore neck
size [13]. In macro-pores, localized in and between macro-aggregates, water is often well
drained, whereas it is fully retained in micro-pores (localized between micro-aggregates)
due to capillary action [13,14]. As a consequence, when alternating saturation/desiccation
cycles that occur due to changes in precipitation or temperature, water status is more
conserved in the micro-pores, generating fine water pockets rich in moisture that remain
spatially disconnected from one another [14–18].

Micro-pores are also important for the retention of important biological molecules,
such as organic matter, proteins, and nucleic acids [19–23]. As a result of the clay-cation
exchange capacity (CEC) [4], they can all be adsorbed and retained by the negative charges
of clay in soil micro-aggregates. Indeed, Ranjard and Richaume [14] found that organic
matter is not homogenously distributed in soils, and higher concentrations (50–80%) were
detected in micro-pores.

Furthermore, at the micro-scale level, micro-elements are to be considered for the
growth and survival of microorganisms. Micro-elements are often present in the soil so-
lution, as they are originating from both metabolically catalysed redox reactions as well
as from abiotic chemical weathering of rock surfaces. They can diffuse in and out of the
smallest pores, including the very narrow 1.8-nm-wide spaces between clay particles [3].
These diffusion processes cause pH and element concentration gradients that are highly
dependent on the abiotic properties of the soil (e.g., the mineral composition, morphol-
ogy, and texture), the geochemistry of the surrounding fluids, as well as the activity of
microorganisms secreting highly reactive organic acids (e.g., oxalic acids, citric acid) [24].

Air (gases) resides in between the fractions of the soil pore network that are filled with
the soil solution. The soil atmosphere depends on the connectivity of the non-water-filled
pores of soil with the atmosphere or with other open pores. It usually consists of varying
amounts of gasses such as oxygen, carbon dioxide, nitrogen, and nitrogen dioxide, but
also of volatile organic compounds (gasses with biotic origin). The composition of the soil
atmosphere highly depends on the production or consumption of a specific gas by local
organisms, the solubility and diffusion of the gases in the soil water and, consequently,
also on the capacity for water retention of the soil itself, as described before [13,25]. As an
example, molecular oxygen has a very low solubility in water and its diffusion rate in water
is 10,000-fold lower than in air [25]. Hence, soil micropores filled with water will rapidly
turn anoxic upon consumption, limiting the growth and survival of many microbes. On the
other hand, micropores can also offer protective microhabitats against “toxic” gases [26].

Independent of the soil component considered, the soil solution present in colloids
can eventually diffuse out into wider pores, where it is readily available to microorganisms
or is transported with the percolating water. It is also worth mentioning that filamentous
fungi and plant roots stabilize the micro-aggregates of soil, and, in turn, together with
other organisms living in the soil (e.g., nematodes, worms, larger animals), continuously
increase soil solution conductivity through the soil. Nonetheless, the majority of substrates
remain isolated and persist in the environment, possibly due to either physical protection
or the separation from relevant enzymes [19]. In this regard, given their even smaller size,
exoenzymes released by bacteria, archaea, and fungi into the soil solution can diffuse in
and out of tiny pores and have significant roles both in the total fitness of the microbial
population as well as in geo-chemical nutrient cycles of an ecosystem [27].

Respiration and decomposition rates differ considerably between sandy soils and
soils rich in clay. This illustrates impressively how the dynamic interaction between the
physical, air, and water components of soil directly influence the access, and thus the
activity, of microbial populations to their substrate both in space and time. Sandy soils
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have lower surface-to-volume ratios than clay soils, meaning less water retention, but
also lower segregation between microenvironments. In this context, soil heterogeneity
has to be considered. For example, organic matter placed in different regions of the pore
network was shown to be decomposed at different rates [28] while a number of other
studies reported increased respiration rates only after disruption of the soil structure in
soils with high clay content (e.g., [29]). These results taken together suggest that both the
local environmental conditions as well as the uneven distribution of microbial populations
within the local environment strongly affect the mineralization rates [28,30,31] and the
range over which organisms can disperse and interact.

2.2. Bacterial–Fungal Interactions: A Harsh Existence

At the cell-to-cell level, bacteria and fungi interact at many different levels of intimacy
that can be considered from two perspectives: in terms of physical associations and in
terms of molecular communication [32]. Physical associations can range from seemingly
disordered polymicrobial communities (i.e., biofilms) to highly specific symbiotic associa-
tions of fungal hyphae and bacterial cells (i.e., ectosymbiotic or endosymbiotic). Molecular
interactions, on the other hand, involve a complex and diverse set of chemicals and com-
pounds, and the interaction can be contextualized as antibiosis, signaling, and chemotaxis,
metabolite exchange, metabolic conversion, adhesion, protein secretion, genetic exchange,
and physicochemical changes. More often than not, multiple mechanism of interaction can
be employed by one microorganism. The multitude of interactions and their effect on the
partners or surrounding environment is extensive and well reviewed in [1,32–34].

Irrespective of the type of interaction, bacteria and fungi need to recognize each other
prior to initiating any kind of target-oriented interaction. However, sensing and recogni-
tion mechanisms are often hindered by the particularity of soil and by the phenotypical
characteristics of the organism (Figure 1).

When considering bacteria, they have their highest diversity in soil micro-aggregates,
where they are either “swimming” in the soil solution, or attached to soil particles. This is
not surprising, as it is in accordance with the higher concentrations of organic matter found
in the micro-pores, the more stable conditions in water content, and a lower predation
pressure by protozoan or other predators [35–39]. One of the first studies focusing on the
distribution of bacteria in soil revealed that specific bacterial populations are typically
residing inside micro-aggregates, with 40–70% of these bacteria being localized in the
2–20 μm and in <2 μm size micro-pores [14]. In some cases, cells can even penetrate
pores smaller than themselves [40]. In contrast, more recent studies reported that pores in
the 30 to 150 μm size range harbor a greater abundance of specific bacterial groups [41].
However, studies are scarce and only represent a snapshot in time, in a very dynamic
environment. In fact, microbes explore a constantly changing environment in search of
their realized niche, let it be by either active exploration of soil by fungal hyphae or by
chemotactic movement, or passive transportation in bacteria. Any potential in bacterial
mobility is limited by surface tension, capillary forces, and viscous drag that increase the
energy requirement for their motility, particularly in partially saturated pore networks.
Motility was found to cease, virtually completely, when the thickness of the water film was
smaller than 1.5 μm [42]. For these reasons, microbial cells are often found as individual
cells when associated with highly localized dissolved organic matter, or as patches of dense
populations when linked to more conspicuous substrates [43]. In bulk soil, the average
distance between neighbouring bacterial cells was found to be around 12.46 μm, with
inter-cell distances shorter near the soil surface (10.38 μm) than at depth (>18 μm), due to
changes in cell densities [44]. Simplified calculations suggests that, despite the very high
number of cells and species in soil (108 cells per gram of soil), the number of neighbours
that a single bacterial cell has within an interaction distance of ca. 20 μm is relatively
limited (120 cells on average) [44]. Similar crude estimates were also found when the
surfaces of soil pores were used to calculate the exclusion zone of cells on soil aggregates
(a radius of 178 μm) [45].
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A completely different story is depicted when filamentous fungi are considered. Fungi
actively explore the soil pore space through hyphal spread, and cope well with hetero-
geneous distribution of nutrients [46]. They can cross air–water interfaces and nutrient-
depleted spots to gain access to distant nutrient resources. The extensive mycelial architec-
ture enables fungi to easily and efficiently re-allocate useful compounds to substrate-limited
regions, to the benefit of exploratory colonisation of more unfavourable habitats [47].

A relevant feature of microbial interaction related to mycelial growth is that hyphae
serve as dispersal vectors for motile bacteria (i.e., fungal highways) [48] and, hence, allow
for bacterial colonization of new micro-habitats [49,50]. Moreover, the mycelia of fungi and
oomycetes enhance bacterial activity by nutrient and water transfer (excretion) from the
hyphae to the bacterial cells, thus enabling bacterial growth in otherwise too oligotrophic
habitats [51], or enhancing microbial activity in dry soils [52]. An important example of
such a symbiotic interaction is extraradical mycelia of arbuscular mycorrhizal and other
mycorrhizal fungi in the rhizosphere of plants, where a large array of bacteria can directly
consume fungal exudates released into the environment [34]. The mutualistic relationship
can also be reciprocal: fungi take advantage of their bacterial partners to improve their
carbon source pool in a mechanism named bacterial farming [53]. Fungal hyphae can
also become an ideal hotspot for horizontal gene transfer [54–56] or bacterial prey popula-
tions [57], as they facilitate dispersal and preferential contact of bacteria in the hyphosphere.
In this regard, it should be mentioned that, apart from fungal hyphae, plant roots and dead
organisms also behave as hot spots for highly interactive (e.g., competition, pathogeny,
mutualism, predation) microbial communities. Nonetheless, these many physical interac-
tions between bacteria and hyphae-forming fungi may represent short-lived associations,
as microscale communities frequently assemble and disassemble by migration, attachment,
and detachment from surfaces and cells.

In this quite lonesome and unforgiving scenario, physical contact between cells is
often not realizable. Hence, molecular compounds are employed and secreted in the soil
solution to sense potential partners in their surroundings. Importantly, the release of
molecular signals represent a cost, both energetic and elemental, and hence are regulated
to maximize the fitness of the organism [27]. As molecules diffuse freely from any pore and
are easily removed from the microenvironments, molecular interactions can only occur at
relatively short distances. On leaf surfaces, for example, interactions among bacteria have
been found to occur principally in the 5 to 20 μm range [58], whereas in soil, where local
patches of cells may reside in a pocket of soil solution, diffusible metabolites can reach
neighbouring cells up to 100 μm away [44,59]. The interactive dynamics are very different
in soil crusts, biofilms, or mats where cells are well physically constrained and in direct
contact with each other (e.g., [60]).

Sensing and recognition of fungi and bacteria includes also solution-independent
ways. Volatile organic compounds (VOCs) are one important quorum sending vehicle-
enabling communication over longer distances, especially in vision of the spatial separation
between soil particles often occurring in unsaturated water conditions [61,62].

Finally, it is worth mentioning that bacteria and fungi can also indirectly interact by
modifying their microenvironment in ways that can positively or negatively affect their
partners (i.e., niche modulation) [34]. For example, the acidification or the neutralization of
pH values influences the solubility of soil nutrients (e.g., phosphorus [24]), thus inhibiting
or stimulating overall bacterial growth and metabolism [63–65]. Nutrient depletion is
one example of the many ways of indirect interaction. Iron depletion by the excretion
of bacterial or fungal siderophores can negatively affect the performance of surrounding
organisms, including plants [66,67].

In terms of BFI in different scenarios of soil heterogeneity, there is a limited number
of studies available. They show both a random distribution of soil microorganisms and a
high degree of microbial networking. We will now discuss methodologies and techniques
well-suitable for observing microbial interactions and we hope to stimulate the reader to
further expand the research in this field.
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3. Get Your Hands Dirty: Methods for Studying BFI

Advances in molecular methods and bioinformatics have provided enormous benefits
in enlightening BFI from many different perspectives. The availability of genomic methods,
such as DNA sequencing, especially with high-throughput sequencing methods, enabled
deeper insights into the soil microbial diversity, and contributed enormously to a more
comprehensive database build-up, and thus to better network analysis inferences. They
surely provide the theoretical background of what to expect from a specific soil sample
and undoubtedly increased the knowledge on unculturable microorganisms (some of the
relevant literature on the topic include work by [68–73]). However, virtually all -omics
approaches entirely ignore the geometry of the pore space in soils or the characteristics
of microenvironments (e.g., [26,74–76]). Even highly confident co-occurrence network
analyses cannot distinguish between true ecological interactions and other non-random
processes (e.g., cross-feeding versus niche overlap) [69]. Although benchmarking stud-
ies are few and urgently needed, their relatively high false-positive interaction rate can
probably be decreased by omitting interactions that could physically not have occurred.
Thus, our experimental approach should be adapted to make it a better fit for exploring
the complexity of BFI in soil (Figure 2).

 
Figure 2. Overview of methods and technologies discussed in the review. They are divided by the applicability and
information they can provide in regards to studies researching bacterial—fungal interactions. Often, by combining more
than one together (e.g., microfluidics and FISH-SIP-nanoSIMS), information at different scales and levels are obtained.

As microorganisms interact at micro-scale, micro-scale data from microbiological,
physical (e.g., porosity, water, air) and (bio)chemical (soil organic matter, micro-elements,
pH) methods, including their new technological advances, should be combined to study
BFI. As such, some of the methodologies discussed in the following chapters have also
been applied to the investigation of abiotic and biotic aspects of the soil matrix [3], but here
they will only be presented in vision of bacterial and fungal interactions. An overview of
the abbreviations used to shorten the techniques’ names is reported in Table 1.
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Table 1. Abbreviations of technique’s names discussed in the review.

BIB-SEM Broad ion-beam GFP Green fluorescent protein
BioLP Biological laser printing HISH Halogen in situ hybridization
CARD-FISH Catalysed reporter deposition IMS Imaging mass spectrometry
CLSM Confocal laser scanning microscope MALDI-IMS Matrix-assisted laser desorption-ionization
DESI-IMS Desorption electrospray ionization OCT Optical coherence tomography
DFA Direct fluorescent antibody PTR-MS Proton transfer reaction
EL-FISH Elemental labelling SECM Scanning electrochemical microscope
FACS Fluorescence-activated cell sorter SEM Scanning electron microscope
FADS Fluorescence-activated droplet sorter (nano)SIMS Secondary ion mass spectrometry
FIB-SEM Focused ion-beam SIP Stable isotope probing
FISH Fluorescence in situ hybridization SR-CT Synchroton computer tomography
FPT Fluorescence probe techniques TEM Transmission electron microscope
GC-MS Gas chromatography X-ray CT X-ray computer tomography

Although not discussed, the combination of -omics techniques (e.g., metagenomics,
transcriptomics, proteomics) alongside other standard protocols remains a very valuable
strategy, provided that high-quality raw material is available. Furthermore, the reader
should bear in mind other important methodological factors. It is essential to consider the
heterogeneity of the soil for sampling strategies [26], the consistency of the experiment for
reproducible results, and the applicability of the techniques for eventual high-throughput
applications [77].

3.1. Reconstructing the Spatial Heterogeneity of Soil

In an ideal word, one would monitor in real time the dynamics of microbial interac-
tions at the soil microscale, retrieving information about microbial taxonomy, distribution,
and behaviour as well as about dependencies of these traits from the physicochemical
properties of their micro-niches, directly in their natural microenvironment. Needless to
say, this is far from the modern reality as it has proven impossible to quantify and analyse
the interaction of microorganisms in actual soil.

Gause’s co-culture experiments [78] are today a standard procedure for experimentally
investigating microbial interactions. With inventive approaches (e.g., [79–85]), agar-based
co-culture experiments re-create simplified communities in a controlled environment and
thus provide ideal conditions to test ecological concepts concerning community stability
and dynamics. However, a clear disadvantage of classical solid nutrient medium is the
absence of habitat heterogeneity.

Artificial matrixes have been created that try to simulate as much spatial complexity
in which BFI exists as possible but, at the same time, ease downstream analysis. Such
soil matrices can often be sterilized, can be buried in soil within in-growth containers
under natural conditions for a defined period of time, and then can be retrieved and
transported to the laboratory with minimal disturbance. The applied in-growth method
enables in situ cultivation of the local microbial communities [86,87] with the assumption
that their interaction strategies are retained. Different designs of in-growth containers can
be distinguished, such as nylon mesh bags with a mesh size >50 μm [88], or cartridge [87].
Depending on the downstream analysis to follow, they can be filled with different types
of pre-fabricated natural material, such as macro-aggregates of soil fragments (5 mm-
sized) [41], coarse sand particles [88,89], or mixtures of different crushed minerals [87].
These materials offer good field-representative soil aggregates that can be used also for
in vitro experiments (e.g., [90]). However, they have the disadvantage of being opaque,
such as real soil. This limits the range of applications to which they can be implemented,
and thus are often substituted with artificial materials, as it will be described further down
below.

Simon and colleagues [50], and more recently Junier and colleagues [91], developed
the fungal highway column in order to detect bacterial dispersal by fungal hyphae in a
forest soil. The fungal highway column consists of a small tube in which one medium
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section is in contact with the soil, while the second one, which is physically separated
from the first, can only be colonized by bacteria when they are transported into it via
fungal in-growth. Other sophisticated methods for in situ cultivation are iChip [92] and
EcoChip2 [93]. They enable parallel cultivation and isolation of up to now uncultivated
microbial species, and can elucidate the dependency of some organisms to one another, due
to in situ growth factors, that cannot be simulated under standard laboratory conditions.

A common concern for all these types of in situ cultivation is the flow of water. Fungal
hyphae are well-stabilized in the soil matrix, but bacteria can easily be transported or
washed in and out of the in-growth containers by percolating water. This might ultimately
bias BFI analyses. On the other hand, it has been shown that water often follows preferential
pre-existing flow lines in the soil [94]. In addition, bacteria can tightly adhere to exogenous
material, form biofilms, or be safely sheltered in micro-pores [26]. Ultimately, the real
extent to which water can affect the BFI networks is still unknown.

A number of new manufacturing approaches have been developed to simulate the
soil architecture, but with the advantages of reproducibility, accessibility, and laboratory
manipulation. They are usually inoculated with defined fungal and bacteria isolates.

As it was aforementioned, synthetic materials, such as clean, spherical 500-μm (or
bigger) glass beads [95–98]; crushed silica gel particles (irregularly shaped grains) [99,100];
polystyrene beads [101]; or ground pellets of Nafion [102–105], have been developed and
widely applied as artificial porous media [106] to avoid the limitations given by the opacity
of natural materials. Although soil is tremendously more heterogeneous (smaller pore size)
and chemically complex, their low reactivity and their optical refractive index, similar to
water, allows for the combination of co-cultivation with different visualization techniques
(e.g., brightfield and fluorescence imaging, low-field magnetic resonance system, and
X-ray CT), as discussed in the next section. Another interesting method for simulating
soil microstructure is 3-D printing. Soil-like structures of nylon 12 or resin with parafilm
wax [107,108] can be used to study the exploration and interaction strategies of different
microbial inoculates, and may give future insight on BFI in these microhabitats. Some
general precautions and limitations should be considered when setting up a microcosm
experiment with synthetic soil manufacturing. The material chosen should be: biocompati-
ble or at least not toxic to the organisms of interests, congruent with downstream imaging
techniques, and an appropriate proxy for the environment of interest [3].

Microfluidic arrays can be deployed when more “personalized” structural constrains
and dynamical chemical gradients are needed. The literature on this topic is extensive and
more detailed information can be found in several reviews (e.g., [109–113]). Microfluidic
platforms allow for the precisely organization and monitoring of small heterogeneous
microbial populations [114,115] in a three-dimensional geometry [116]. They can be con-
structed in different dimensions (in volumes as small as ~100 fl [117]), materials (e.g.,
transparent polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) [116,118,119], hydrogels, proteins crosslinked
by multiphoton lithography [120], lipid-silica containers [121,122]), or shapes (e.g., soil
micromodels [123,124], arenas [125], channels [126], mazes [127], or single droplets [128]).
Some of the microfabricated biomaterials used for constructing a microfluidic system can
be responsive to external stimuli, hence acting as both physical barriers, as well as an
additional function for active control, manipulation, and observation of the microbes in
real time. Some examples of dynamic parameters that can be tuned are pH, temperature,
osmolarity, light intensity, as well as the geometry and the size of micro-chambers. Further-
more, the permeability of the walls and the rate of mass transport through the system can
be manipulated in order to allow controlled diffusion of nutrients, waste products, or other
small molecules [120,129]. The experiment can also be run at extensive temporal scales (e.g.,
miniaturized chemostats [130]), allowing continuous monitoring of the microbial dynamics
over time. A series of limitations often highlighted by the authors comprise the sophisti-
cated fabrication processes and complex technical set-up involved [110]. Furthermore, the
porosity and complexity obtained with microfluidics are, as to be expected, lower than in
real soil, hence it is necessary to compare the created environmental conditions to adequate
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references [111]. The majority of microfluidic devices have been used to study interactions
in model organisms mainly between different bacterial cells (e.g., [117,131]), bacteria and
plant [132], or fungi and other organisms [128,133,134]. A number of studies investigating
the cell-to-cell interactions between fungi and bacteria are shyly emerging [135,136]. In
these exclusive examples, interaction-induced physiological changes and metabolic ex-
change between fungal hyphae and their associated bacteria were investigated. Clearly,
many more possibilities are awaiting.

Micromanipulation of single cells in time and space is also possible [117] that allows
either their precise arrangement in a three-dimensional manner or their extraction from
a complex heterogenous space. The precise arrangement of single cells can be achieved,
for example, by fluorescence-activated droplet- or cell-sorter (FADS, FACS, respectively).
These systems are based on the presence or absence of a fluorescent compound (e.g.,
GFP [137]), resorufin from resazurin [138], FISH-labelling, or stained antibodies [139],
and work very well along with the set-up of microfluidic experiment where a defined
combination of organisms distributed in specific locations can be achieved. Alternately,
Partida-Martinez et al. [140] successfully implemented a microinjection technique based on
a laser beam to re-introduce an endohyphal bacterium in its original curated fungal host and
to later study their physiological states. Otherwise, to extract specific microorganisms from
their microenvironment, micromanipulators of different types have been used [141–144],
including the so-called ‘optical tweezers’ (e.g., [145,146]) and biological laser printing
(BioLP) [147].

3.2. Playing Hide and Seek with Bacteria and Fungi: Unravel Their Physical Interactions

In mixed culture of bacteria and fungi growing in a matrix with defined topographical
and chemical features providing the microorganisms with the opportunity to spatially
organize, a set of methodologies can be applied to visualize, identify, and monitor their
interaction.

Basic techniques for visualization of selected microbes in a matrix include non-specific
stains, such as live-dead staining [148], stains with calcofluor white M2R [149,150], or
DAPI [151]. These allow to spatially visualize and quantify bacteria and fungi in close
proximity with minimal effort [44], although taxonomical information is not provided.

Hence, more advanced fluorescence-conjugated techniques are permanently being
developed. They can be based on fluorescent probes targeting distinct short nucleotide
sequences (fluorescence probe technique (FPT)), or on direct fluorescent antibodies target-
ing a specific protein domain (direct fluorescent antibody (DFA)) [139]. Fluorescence in
situ hybridization (FISH) is a type of FPT that combines the phylogenetic identification
of the taxon targeted on a single cell basis (e.g., prokaryotic cells) with the visualization
of their distribution in situ (e.g., [152–154]). The technique is a pillar in molecular biology,
and countless applications and specific developments exists (see for example the reviewing
book by Azevedo and colleagues just published [155]). As it will be described in the next
section, FISH as well as DFA are widely used in combination with many classical or modern
applications in the recognition of taxa involved in fungal and bacterial molecular interplay.
When dealing with a very bright background of fluorescing soil constituents, FISH probing
can be combined with tyramide signal amplification. This technique is called catalysed
reporter deposition (CARD)-FISH, and is very useful for obtaining higher signal intensities
and reduced background interference [156–158]. The combination of CARD-FISH with
confocal laser scanning microscopes (CLSM) allows quantification, localization, and visu-
alization of microbial cells with even more depth-resolution. Transmission and scanning
electron microscopes (TEM and SEM, respectively) can also be combined with cellular dyes
in order to obtain higher resolutions for both qualitative and quantitative assessment of
the targeted organisms. For example, a CARD-based approach using gold nanoparticles
(GOLD-FISH) can be used when dealing with very small portions of soil [159].

Fixation techniques for whole soil blocks with special chemicals can be used in order
to study the distribution of microorganisms in their specific microenvironments. Blocks
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of soils are first impregnated with resin. Very thin layers of material can then be serially
removed either by a traditional microtome, or by broad or focused ion-beam scanning
electron microscopy (BIB- or FIB-SEM) [150]. Alternately, based on the same principle,
thin sections of fixed soil can be cut with a diamond-tipped blade and mounted on a
microscope slide. If microbes have been previously stained, the soil organisms of interest
can be specifically observed [160]. By merging the different layers, three-dimensional
images can then be reconstructed from a series of z-dependent two-dimension images
with special software and statistical interpolation techniques [160–162]. Stains and dyes
are not without limitations, however. They often unspecifically bind to soil components
(including organic matter), thus increasing the background noise that, together with auto-
fluorescent objects naturally occurring in the sample, make the recognition of cells in a
soil matrix challenging. This is especially true for bacterial and archaeal cells in respect to
fungal hyphae, whose physical arrangement and spatial distribution are relatively more
straightforward to identify. In addition, bleaching caused during image acquisition and
the impossibility to view “the whole picture” in a single ocular field can be an additional
problem. Visualization techniques do generally require long processing times, a lot of
handling skills, and result interpretation experience. This probably explains why there is
still a relatively low number of articles published on BFI, especially given that these tools
have been around for already few decades. Lastly, but most importantly, a fundamental
problem remains: when samples are physically altered and chemically fixed (i.e., killing), it
is impossible to monitor microbial cell dynamics in situ and in vivo.

With regard to non-invasively studies on soil microbes in their undisturbed, structured
environment, several new technical approaches have been developed and proposed during
recent years: X-ray computed tomography (CT) [3,111] and its variations (e.g., optical
coherence tomography (OCT) [60], synchroton tomography (SR-CT) [163], and X-ray nano-
tomography [164]) have been used, in combination with other methods, to study the
reciprocal interaction between microbes and their surrounding environment, in both native
and artificial soils [41,96–98,102,165]. With X-ray CT, for example, the effect of the soil
environment on fungal exploration behaviour and gas release was investigated by repeated
scanning of microcosm systems over several weeks [90]. This type of approach was also
adopted for direct observation of plant–pathogen interactions [166], and to detect the
migratory capabilities of Pseudomonas fluorescens [167,168] in situ at high spatial resolution
for the first time. However, studies on BFI implementing these techniques have lacked
knowledge up to now. A fundamental problem of radiation-based imaging is that it is
ionising and penetrative, meaning that it could possibly damage both structures and
microorganisms within the substrate [164]. On the other hand, low irradiation doses
applied to plant–soil interfaces were reported to neither influence root growth [169], nor
microbial cell number, microbial community structure, or their potential activity [165,170].
Nevertheless, even if not lethal, care should be taken for the insurgence of mutations with
unpredictable consequences. Lastly, the imaging resolution chosen can limit either the
range or the feature of detection [111].

When concerned with the in vivo study of dynamically interacting organisms, simple
and reliable applications for the live-cell screening of microbial organisms is the use of flu-
orescent protein-expressing bacteria (e.g., GFP, [85,142,171]) or fungi (e.g., tdTomato, [172]).
A combination of red and green fluorescent proteins allows for a simultaneous detection
of multiple organisms, and can be used to follow BFI both in situ and in vivo [172,173].
Although these modern molecular tools only permits to work with isolates or model or-
ganisms, if combined with a relevant experimental set-up, such as microfluidics, video
microscopy, or other techniques, described in the next section, they can give a great deal of
advantages [174].

3.3. What Are They Doing? Investigating the Molecular Interactions in BFI

The ability to confine small numbers of microorganisms and determine their location
in space is an important step towards understanding the impact of spatial structure on
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microbial behaviour. However, the development of techniques for the in situ measurement
of small molecule signals, and for the detection of other factors responsible for behavioural
modulation, are equally important. These techniques are applicable to simple bacterial and
fungal communities and ultimately allow cell-to-cell resolution.

Scanning electrochemical microscopy (SECM) can be considered as the most straight-
forward technique to quantify and spatially map the concentration of specific redox-active
molecules (i.e., one compound at the time) proximal to populations of cells [175], such as
the small molecules that are involved in the interaction in multispecies biofilms [176].

For more comprehensive studies, with imaging mass spectrometry (IMS), in all its
variations, one can detect and describe multiple molecules at the same time, and super-
impose their spatial distribution onto optical or fluorescence images of the sample. To
put these advantages in perspective, a key difference between IMS and standard fluo-
rescence microscopy is the capability of IMS to detect up to thousands of unique signals
from one biological substrate, compared to only up to eight in the average fluorescence
microscopes [177]. The interplay between competing organisms, the metabolic exchange in
complex intra- and inter- species signaling, or the detection of new and uncharacterized
molecules can be studied with this IMS technique. Furthermore, the direct link between the
distribution of detected compounds and the observed phenotypes of the biological sample
may give essential information on the function of the molecules themselves. Finally, the
endogenous molecules can directly be analysed in their microenvironment, without the indi-
rect biases that artificial substrates may cause (e.g., isotope feeding experiments) [177–179].

Matrix-assisted laser desorption-ionization (MALDI) [180] and desorption electro-
spray ionization (DESI) [181] are two types of IMS techniques that suit particularly well
for studying the production of natural products by microorganisms in the laboratory [178].
Whereas the soft and absorbing nature of agar medium limits DESI-IMS analysis, with
MALDI-IMS microorganisms can be grown on a 0.5–1.5-mm layer of agar for a defined
period of time before being covered with a matrix and subjected to the analyses. Albeit
certain media that have a high salt or sugar content may prove difficult to analyse, owing
to ion suppression or uneven matrix crystallization, the use of agar-based IMS approach
can provide important time-dependent correlations [180]. MALDI- and DESI-IMS have
been widely applied for the characterization of microbial monocultures, such as cyanobac-
teria [182], bacterial colonies [183], or fungal–fungal interaction [184], and their application
in BFI studies is slowly increasing, especially for the detection of antifungal compounds in
co-culturing experiments [185–187]. Some of the limitations of these techniques derive from
biases due to sample preparation, the simplification of otherwise complex environments,
and signal distortion from background noise [179]. Secondary ion mass spectrometry
(SIMS) [188] has the highest resolution (order of nanometres) of all the IMS techniques due
to its extremely narrow ion beam. It can be applied to have either a focus on the analytical
mass range (static) or to have a greater spatial resolution (dynamic). SIMS platforms can
also perform very fine depth-profiling experiments by etching away the sample surface
with the ion beam [178]. When an ultra-sensitive characterization of the molecular microen-
vironment between interacting cells is needed (down to 50 nm of resolution), nanoSIMS
can be used. Obviously, with this level of resolution, the sampling area that can be analysed
decreases to a few mm2. Sample preparation is also a fundamental step. Samples should
be mounted on a conductive surface and be extremely flat, although a notable exception
was given by Vaidyanathan et al. [189].

Although experiments with these new modern techniques are on the rise, stable
isotopes feed to a biological sample is still the most widespread technique to follow
metabolic activities and interactions of bacterial–fungal communities in their natural
environments. The literature available on stable isotope probing (SIP) is extensive and
detailed descriptions can be found elsewhere (e.g., [141,190,191]). An incredible advantage
of isotope labelling is that the substrate of interest can be directly fed in any artificial
set-up chosen to simulate the (micro)-habitats of the organisms of interest (e.g., nature,
microcosms, artificial matrixes). For example, different 13C-marked carbon sources were
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supplied in microcosms with soil material to monitor respiration rates and C utilization
by bacteria and fungi [192]. Using airtight containers, Pinto-Tomás et al. [193] discovered
that the nitrogen enriched material in the fungus garden of soil leaf-cutter ants was not
derived by their extensive foraging activity, but was instead fixed by N2-fixing bacteria
hosted by the fungus itself. Another neat example that shows the intricate behaviour
of fungi and bacteria is the study of Pion et al. [53] where, by tracing 13C-substrate, the
researchers found out that the ascomycete fungus Morchella crassipes first farms Pseudomonas
putida bacteria and then use them as carbon source. The precision and sensitivity of the
instruments for the downstream analysis will eventually limit the experimental design.
In fact, a common problematic intrinsic to all labelling experiments is the insufficient
incorporation rate for detection. This can be avoided by long incorporation time, but in
turn it increases the risk of cross-feeding i.e., contaminations [139]. Independently from the
isotopically labelled substrates applied (13C, 15N, 32P, 2H) and the technology used to detect
the isotope incorporation (e.g., mass spectrometer, isotope ratio mass spectrometer, Raman
microspectrometry, SIMS) [190], the monitoring of uptake and transfer of metabolites has to
always be linked to the identification of the involved microorganisms. This can be achieved
by a variety of different methods applied after isotope incorporation. Soil microorganisms
can be discriminated based on taxa-specific biomolecules by phosphor lipid fatty acid
analysis (PFLA); sterol analysis (e.g., using ergosterol as a biomarker for fungi) DNA-,
RNA-, or protein-based methods; by FISH-microautoradiography [194,195]; or isotopic
rRNA-arrays [196]. Molecular approaches have also been used for tracing back a specific
taxon with labelled DNA, including PCR amplification as well as sequencing [197–199]. It
is also possible to directly clone isotope-labelled DNA and then sequence it [200].

An exciting alternative to these classical taxa-discriminating approaches combines
taxa-specific target probes (e.g., FISH, CARD-FISH, DFA) and stable isotope probing (SIP)
with the simultaneous detection of atoms produced by nanoSIMS. If based on creative
experimental designs, the combination of these techniques can substantially help for linking
identity to functions by tracking the uptake and transfer of isotopically labelled compounds
in environmental samples where the individual taxa cannot be isolated from one another.
A satisfactory overview of these combination methods is given by Musat et al. [201]. Briefly,
a microbial community that was grown with metabolic-labelled tracers (e.g., 13C or 15N) is
fixed, hybridized with phylogenetic probes, and visualized by fluorescence microscopy to
obtain a picture of the distribution of specific taxa in space. Then, the sample is analysed
by nanoSIMS [155] which maps the existing molecules in the sample by detecting and
identifying them from their specific locations. Finally, a superimposed picture of the
partners is obtained, which involved giving both physical and molecular information on
the interaction.

The use of SIP-nanoSIMS has great potential as an attractive alternative to stand-
alone autoradiography experiments for the study of the molecular micro-environments of
microbes, also thanks to the increase in more accessible facilities and the decrease in costs.
An increasing number of studies have used the combination of these powerful techniques
to link identity and metabolic behaviours within bacterial communities (e.g., [202,203]),
between microbe–host interactions (e.g., [204]) or in cyanobacteria mats [205,206]. Less
studied are the interaction between bacteria and fungi. An exceptional example in this
regard was carried out by Worrich et al. [51] where they investigated the water and nutrient
exchange between bacterial cells and fungal hyphae in stress conditions.

Direct label imaging during nanoSIMS analysis is also emerging with the use of EL-
FISH nanoSIMS [159] or HISH-SIMS [207], although the studies for microbial interactions
using these techniques are still limited.

Finally, but not least importantly, it is worth mentioning that interesting insights in
fungal and bacterial communication can be retrieved from instruments that detect VOC
(proton transfer reaction (PTR)-MS or GC-MS) [208]. These molecules are very important
when considering the porosity of the soil (or similar artificial models) and the connection
that air provides among different locations, even between considerable distances.
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4. Outlook

Although the list of tools provided in this review may seem extensive, the majority
of the available studies carried out on bacterial–fungal interaction used a repetition of
a few well-established, often simple, methods such as agar-plating, isotope probing, or
fluorescence microscopy, combined in new neat ways to answer research questions never
asked before. Surely, there were some exceptions, but negligible if compared to the long-
time availability of novel methods such as CARD-FISH, SIP-nanoSIMS, or microfluidics,
and the immense number of plausible combinations of these. All methods have strengths
and weaknesses, as well as costs, thus the best combination of these applications remains
the one that best fits the specific research questions that a researcher is trying to address.
Nevertheless, to acquire the best realistic overview of the system, the combination of tools
that aims at providing data at different levels of complexity is highly required (Figure 3).
Inventiveness and perseverance are the way forward.

Figure 3. The more variables and data that an experimental design incorporates or collects at
different levels of complexity (i.e., by reconstructing a coherent environmental set-up as well as by
investigating the physical and the molecular interactions), the more comprehensive becomes our
understanding of bacterial–fungal interactions, setting the field a step closer to accurately depict the
reality of the natural environment.

Studies investigating the interaction of fungi and bacteria within each own taxo-
nomical unit are greater than the studies investigating the combination of the two. This,
along with the too often bypassed research that tries to untangle the complexity of the
physicochemical properties of soils, shows that this field of microbiology often still works
in sectorial ways. Just as much there really is a community of microbes living together
for their “greater good” that cannot be extracted from their environmental background
without seeing it biased, we, as observers, should learn from them and work together, in
an interdisciplinary way, to better catch a glimpse of their intricate lives.
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Featured Application: Energy rules life. All living systems keep themselves alive by balancing

the energy input and output by universal thermodynamic principles. Soils are not an exception to

this; however, their extraordinary complexity makes them poorly described as a thermodynamic

system. This review shows how thermodynamics can be applied to study the role of the microbial

community to keep the soil alive.

Abstract: The thermodynamic characterization of soils would help to study and to understand their
strategies for survival, as well as defining their evolutionary state. It is still a challenging goal due to
difficulties in calculating the thermodynamic state variables (enthalpy, Gibbs energy, and entropy)
of the reactions taking place in, and by, soils. Advances in instrumentation and methodologies are
bringing options for those calculations, boosting the interest in this subject. The thermodynamic state
variables involve considering the soil microbial functions as key channels controlling the interchange
of matter and energy between soil and the environment, through the concept of microbial energy
use efficiency. The role of microbial diversity using the energy from the soil organic substrates, and,
therefore, the who, where, with whom, and why of managing that energy is still unexplored. It could
be achieved by unraveling the nature of the soil organic substrates and by monitoring the energy
released by the soil microbial metabolism when decomposing and assimilating those substrates. This
review shows the state of the art of these concepts and the future impact of thermodynamics on soil
science and on soil ecology.

Keywords: thermodynamics; soil; microbial metabolism; microbial diversity

1. Introduction

Soil is one of the main primary resources on earth, together with water. Both act
together, playing an essential role in our survival. Soil is the main source of nutrients for
living systems, and acts as a platform supporting structures for those living systems, at
macro- and micro-scale, from humans to microorganisms. Soil science has been closely
attached to human activity for those reasons. From the introduction of agriculture in the
Neolithic to our days, the requirement for knowledge about soil has been constant.

Nowadays, soil research continues to be a vast multidisciplinary research area. In
our era, our coexistence with a global climate change process has shown the scarcity of
knowledge about the impact of temperature on soil fertility and soil structure. Temperature
is one of the variables affecting thermodynamic state functions. When the interest in
temperature on soil arises, the immediate addition of the term “thermodynamics” is
unavoidable to discover next that soil is still not characterized as such. The fact that
thermodynamics of soil systems is a vastly unexplored area is boosting the interest in the
subject, because of important applications, such as controlling the role of temperature
on soil fertility, characterizing the maturity state of soil ecosystems, or predicting their
evolution [1,2]. The role of thermodynamics in ecology is not new and has been a matter of
concern and development since the beginning of the last century, yielding not only relevant
and high-impact, but also controversial, publications [3,4].
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What is new now is that technology and the development of different methodologies
make it possible to go beyond the existing thermodynamic theoretical approaches to soil
ecology by calculating the missing thermodynamic state variables for soil reactions until
recently: enthalpy, Gibbs energy, and entropy changes. This opens the possibility to apply
them for all the biotic and abiotic reactions taking place in soils to achieve thermodynamic
soil characterization. The task is large. Therefore, it can be useful for future work to center
the current situation about soil thermodynamics and to focus on what we need, what we
have, and how to do it.

Soil is an extraordinary complex media, thermodynamically considered as an open
system interchanging matter and energy with the environment. The interchange of the mat-
ter is responsible for nutrient cycling and has been investigated since the 19th century [5].
Most of the soil chemical and biochemical studies focus on the elemental composition,
such as carbon content, C; nitrogen, N, and other mass products from its decomposition,
such as CO2. C and CO2 have been widely used for settling soil as a carbon sink and
as a source of CO2 to the atmosphere by different mass balances [6]. The interchange of
matter takes place by different abiotic and biotic reactions. The biotic part involves a high
number of different microorganisms, such as bacteria, fungi, and yeast, working as drivers
in the interchange of different nutrients through microbial metabolic reactions. Without
microorganisms, soil becomes an inorganic substrate incapable of sustaining life on Earth.

Soil microbiomes need different substrates feeding their metabolisms. On a mass
basis, those soil substrates act as suppliers of single chemical elements through complex
molecules constituting the soil organic matter, SOM. The chemical characterization of
SOM is a challenge facing both technological and methodological limitations linked to the
high chemical and physical complexity of SOM, and the lack of knowledge about SOM
chemical and biochemical transformations. This is because most of the existing knowledge
is published and spread across different areas of knowledge with poor contact among
them [7–9].

Along the last century, soil began to be considered as a source of energy, too, and
the soil microbial metabolism (SMM) began to be monitored on heat basis [10,11]. The
development of highly sensitive isothermal calorimeters makes it possible to quantify the
heat released by SMM [12] and to consider soil as a thermodynamic system where SOM is
the reservoir of energy fueling the soil microbial community. Therefore, we have the two
main ingredients to develop soil thermodynamics: mass and energy. We also have all the
bioenergetics developed for microbial metabolism along the end of the 19th century and
throughout the entire 20th century until now [13–15].

What we need for the thermodynamic characterization of soil is to connect the SOM
energy budget to the dissipation of that energy by SMM through the thermodynamic
state variables. It is essential to be able to calculate them for the SOM and for the SMM
responsible for SOM decomposition. It is challenging, but not impossible now.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Thermodynamic Characterization of SOM

This involves determining the enthalpies of formation and combustion of SOM,
ΔfHSOM and ΔcHSOM, the Gibbs energy change of formation and combustion of SOM
as well, ΔfGSOM and ΔcGSOM, and their respective entropy changes, ΔS. Their calculation
involves writing the reactions for SOM formation and/or SOM combustion. There are two
different options for this: the stoichiometric methods and the enthalpy models linking the
energy of a substrate with its degree of reduction and/or degree of oxidation.

The stoichiometric models implicate the chemical formulation of substrates and reac-
tants. There are some attempts towards SOM chemical formulation, but it is a complex and
still challenging objective [16,17], especially when it involves the characterization of all the
reactions that take place in the soil. The latter is interesting and necessary from a chemical
perspective but may not give answers and understanding to important questions for soil
and ecology research, such as the measurement of SOM recalcitrance [18], assessment about
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the evolution of soil ecosystems based on how energy and exergy is managed [19], the state
of soil fertility, and the connection with soil microbial diversity [1]. These goals involve
studying the thermodynamic variables from a more global perspective than analyzing
individual soil chemical reactions. Additional methodological alternatives providing more
data and global perspectives for interpreting the thermodynamics of soil biogeochemical
reactions should be welcomed [20].

Some additional options could include the direct quantification of the energy bud-
get of SOM, and the heat released by the microbial decomposition of that SOM. There
is technology to measure the energy of organic substrates and thermodynamic models
connecting this energy to their chemical composition by the degree of reduction and/or
oxidation. That is, both SOM chemical formulation [16] and SOM energy content lead to
the redox state of SOM [20,21]. The energy can be measured by bomb calorimetry and
thermal analysis. Both methods yield the heat of combustion of organic substrates. Bomb
calorimetry is considered as the standard methodology to obtain the heat capacity and
enthalpy of combustion of organic substrates [22], but it is not efficient when applied to
mineral soil samples for different reasons, such as incomplete combustion [22,23].

The other option is the simultaneous application of thermogravimetry (TG) and
differential scanning calorimetry (DSC). Both methods have been applied in different soil
studies, but not for yielding enthalpies of combustion until recently. Reasons are complex
and linked to the design and evolution of thermal analysis. Until recently, most DSC devices
were not designed for working with samples with high energy content. DSC experiments
missed most of the energy from the organic substrates. The evolution of these devices
towards simultaneous TG and DSC experiments with soils and organic samples are giving
heat of combustion data close to those accepted for organic substrates [24]. Nevertheless, it
is still necessary to settle a procedure for accurate measurements of the heat of combustion
of soils by simultaneous TG–DSC. It would be desirable to make comparisons of the heat
of combustion values with proximate analysis, as reported recently [25]. These procedures
are in the process of development, turning approaches to the heat of combustion of SOM
into a realistic goal.

By now, TG–DSC has allowed linking of the energy from SOM combusted by airflow
in the DSC to the soil mass lost during the combustion. These experimental phases are
properly explained by the literature giving that heat in kJ g−1 OM. Software in the TG–DSC
is not well-designed yet for this purpose, and to measure the heat of combustion of SOM is
necessary to export TG–DSC data to external auxiliary software to perform integrations,
derivatives, and adjustments of baselines manually.

For comparisons and applications of thermodynamic models, it is necessary to normal-
ize the energy obtained in kJ g−1 OM to the C content of the soil in C mole. That involves
performing elemental analysis of the soil samples to relate the OM content obtained by
the TG to the total C and/or organic C given by the elemental analysis [26]. To settle the
correlation between C and SOM is essential for accurate normalizations since the existence
of clay and/or carbonates may overlap with the OM content given by the TG measure-
ments. That single correlation may optimize the most adequate value relating C to SOM in
our samples to be used as the unit conversion factor. The high variety of soil properties
could make this previous step essential for every soil, and it may be difficult to provide
a general conversion factor. An example with some soils is shown in the results section
of this paper. The soil samples were collected from the soil surface and at 5 cm of depth,
representing Eutric vertisols and Podzols under oak mature forests collected in Ireland [26]
and in the UK.

Calculation of the enthalpy of combustion of SOM is possible for the reaction taking
place in the DSC (and also in a bomb calorimeter), summarized as follows:

SOM(s) + xO2(g) = yCO2(g) + H2O(g) − ΔcHSOM (1)
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The TG–DSC analysis must be done under a flow of dry air, as reported [25]. ΔcHSOM is
directly related to the degree of reduction of organic substrates by well-known
relations [27,28] involving the oxycaloric quotient, Q0, by the following general equation:

ΔcH0 = Q0 γC (2)

ΔcH0 is the enthalpy of combustion of any organic substrate at standard conditions; Q0 is
the oxycaloric quotient representing the ratio between the enthalpy of combustion and the
degree of reduction of C, γC, from organic substrates.

Q0 values vary in literature from −104 to −118 kJ mol−1 degree of reduction−1; all
of them assigned to various authors [21]. They were determined for different organic
substrates first and for microbial biomass later, yielding slopes in a similar range [21]. The
reason for those differences comprises the structure of molecules which were considered in
the latest corrections reported [28]. Recent works implementing these concepts [26] used
the Sandler and Orbey value of −109 kJ/C mol−1 degree of reduction−1 [28], but the reality
is that the different values exhibited by the literature have not been applied for soils to
compare results obtained by the different Q0 values reported.

Roels, and Sandler and Orbey’s correlations [27,28] give the Gibbs energy change
for Equation (1), ΔcGSOM. It would be interesting to apply both models to analyze and
compare the resulting values for soil samples.

The entropy change of Equation (1) is an interesting goal too, because of its involve-
ment in the evolution of soil ecosystems [29]. It can be determined by models such as
the one proposed by Battley in 1999 [30]. It focuses on the application of the Hess law to
microbial growth reactions where reactants and products are well-known. It is difficult to
apply it when considering SOM as a reactant because we do not know the products for
SOM biodecomposition in many cases. They can be assumed and summarized through
different general concepts [31], but the reality is that we only can approach the formulation
as done by the correlations between energy and the degree of reduction.

Another alternative for approaching entropy changes is the equation for the Gibbs
energy for irreversible reactions, adapted to Equation (1):

ΔcGSOM = ΔcHSOM − TΔcSSOM (3)

In this paper it is shown, as an example, the complete thermodynamic characterization
of SOM for the set of soil samples collected from different depths mentioned before.

2.2. Thermodynamics of the Soil Microbial Metabolism (SMM)

Microorganisms decompose SOM by different biochemical paths and different electron
acceptors [31]. Nevertheless, most of the studies focusing on SMM bioenergetics apply
to the aerobic decomposition of SOM, where O2 is the electron acceptor. The interest in
characterizing SMM from a thermodynamic perspective is linked to the development of
calorimeters that measure the heat released by SMM [32]. As the aerobic decomposition
of SOM releases CO2 too, calorimeters have been adapted to monitor the heat and CO2
from SMM by different calorespirometric procedures [33]. These studies for soils started
at the beginning of this century, involving very recent findings [34,35]. The concomitant
measurements of heat and CO2 have the advantage to yield the calorespirometric ratio
(CR) of SMM, a metabolic indicator providing additional information about the nature of
substrates from SOM being decomposed during the calorespirometric measurement [31,36].
CR is a measure of the enthalpy of those substrates [26] and the microbial metabolic C-use
efficiency, CUE [37].

For the thermodynamic characterization of SMM, it is essential to link CR values to
the enthalpy of the substrates [26,31]. Assuming CR represents the enthalpy for substrates
being metabolically decomposed, ΔrHSOM, it would be possible to yield the Gibbs energy
change for microbial decomposition of SOM, ΔrGSOM, by the models developed for micro-
bial metabolism [20,27,28]. Comparing ΔrGSOM values with those from SOM combustion
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in Equation (1), ΔcGSOM, can shed light on microbial strategies to keep soil ecosystems far
from equilibrium, an unexplored field. It is also not known how the ΔcHSOM and ΔcGSOM
values may influence the soil microbial functions and soil microbial diversity. It would be
possible to localize soils with SOM at more, or less, degree of reduction by their ΔcHSOM
and ΔcGSOM values, to relate them to the complexity of the SOM macromolecule and to
the properties of the soil microbial community on those locations in terms of soil microbial
diversity and soil microbial metabolic diversity. There is no previous work to this respect
and there is an example of it in the results section.

The set of soil samples from different depths collected in oak mature forests were
calorespirometrically characterized for aerobic decomposition of SOM by a microbial
community at steady-state metabolism.

The reaction for SOM biodecomposition in this case is summarized as follows:

SOM(s) + O2(g) = Products(s) + H2O(l) + CO2(g) − ΔrHSOM (4)

where ΔrHSOM is directly determined by calorespirometry as the CR. The experimental
procedure is well-explained by the literature [38]. ΔrHSOM gives the degree of reduction,
γr, of the substrates being metabolically decomposed [26]:

CR ~ΔrHSOM = γr/4 (−455) kJmol−1O2 (5)

The Gibbs energy change for Equation (4), ΔrGSOM, is given by the relations reported
by Roels, and Sandler and Orbey.

The entropy change is determined by adaptation of Equation (3) to Equation (4) at the
temperature of the calorespirometric measurement (298 K).

3. Results

3.1. Thermodynamic Characterization of SOM

Table 1 shows the elemental composition, C, H, N, of the soil samples collected for
this study. LF represents samples from the soil surface, while M corresponds to the mineral
soils collected at 5 cm depth from the soil surface. SOM is the percentage determined by
TG. The C content of samples, as well as SOM, depletes from the soil surface to the mineral
samples. Moreover, there are some differences among sampling sites, despite all of them
representing mature oaks ecosystems at similar environmental conditions.

Table 1. Elemental composition of soil samples selected for this review. SOM percentages are
determined by thermogravimetry (TG). LF indicates samples from the soil surface representing
organic matter at a low degree of decomposition. M represents mineral soil samples taken in the
same places as LF but at 5 cm depth from surface, where SOM is more transformed than LF layers.
Samples ROG, BW, and NF come from the Alice Holt Research Station in the southeast of the UK.
Samples DC, G, and K are from the southwest of Ireland and were used in previous work [26]. All of
them represent mature forest oak ecosystems.

Samples Ctot (%) Corg (%) H (%) N (%) SOM (%)

ROG LF 39 34 5.0 1.6 73
BW LF 46 41 6.5 2.5 81
NF LF 44 42 6.5 2.0 80
DC LF 50 42 5.5 1.4 95
G LF 51 46 5.3 1.7 97
K LF 51 40 6.4 1.7 96

ROG M 5 5 0.3 0.3 10
BWM 11 9 1.0 0.6 23
NFM 12 8 1.4 0.5 16
DCM 6 4 0.7 0.3 7
G M 5 4 0.5 0.2 9
KM 10 10 1.4 0.5 21
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Correlations among these components can yield information about the SOM com-
position, indicating the percentages of N and H attached to C and SOM to weigh the
contribution of inorganic material. In this particular case, the interest relies on the corre-
lation between C and SOM to obtain the conversion factor from grams of SOM to carbon
mole to be compared to the individual C/SOM relation for each sample.

Correlation among Ctot, Corg, and SOM gives r values of 0.98 at p < 0.001 in all cases
and equations Ctot = 0.530SOM + 0.646 and Corg = 0.462SOM + 0.172, respectively. It will
be used the conversion factor of 0.462 g C g−1 SOM.

The soil thermal properties are shown in Table 2. The heat of combustion, QSOM, is
obtained directly by DSC in kJg−1 OM, and corrected to yield the enthalpy of combustion
of SOM, ΔcHSOM, in kJ mol−1 C, as shown in Figure 1.

Table 2. Thermodynamic data of samples obtained directly from DSC curves, QSOM and ΔcHSOM,
and the degree of reduction of samples, γSOM determined by Roels, γSOMR, and Sandler and Orbey,
γSOMS&O, correlations for the LF soil layer and mineral soil samples, M. Samples ROG, BW, and
NF are from the southeast of the UK. Samples DC, G, and K are from the southwest of Ireland. The
reproducibility of measurements by DSC–TG is 5%. The uncertainty averaged for the degree of
reduction is ±0.2 based on the standard errors reported for both models [27,28].

Samples
−QSOM

kJ g−1SOM
LF

−QSOM

kJ g−1SOM
M

−ΔcHSOM

kJ mol−1C
LF

−ΔcHSOM

kJ mol−1C
M

ROG 15.4 21.9 449 617
BW 15.1 20.7 441 586
NF 15.1 22.2 440 624
DC 15.0 26.4 437 734
G 16.4 25.0 475 697
K 15.9 21.3 461 602

Samples
γSOMR

LF
γSOMS&O

LF
γSOMR

M
γSOMS&O

M

ROG 3.90 4.11 5.36 5.66
BW 3.83 4.05 5.10 5.39
NF 3.83 4.04 5.43 5.72
DC 3.80 4.01 6.38 6.73
G 4.13 4.36 6.06 6.39
K 4.01 4.23 5.23 5.22

 

Figure 1. A summary of the procedure followed to approach the enthalpy of combustion of SOM,
ΔcHSOM, by simultaneous DSC–TG.
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The Gibbs energy change is determined by the Roels and Sander and Orbey correla-
tions, and the entropy change is from Equation (3).

QSOM and ΔcHSOM values in Table 2 show higher values in mineral samples than
in LF samples, indicating SOM at a higher degree of reduction as soil depth increases.
This involves a change in SOM nature, and it is expected that it affects the soil microbial
population, too.

The degree of reduction values yields the Gibbs energy change of SOM combustion,
ΔcGSOM, and, indirectly, the entropy change, ΔcSSOM, for Equation (1). Results are shown
in Table 3. The Gibbs energy becomes more negative in mineral samples than LF samples,
independently of the models used. Although, apparently, these models yield similar
values for Gibbs energy, incongruences between them appear when calculating the entropy
changes. By comparing results using the Sandler and Orbey model alone [28], it is observed
that a higher degree of reduction of SOM could yield a relative increment in the entropy
change, compatible with the higher structural complexity of SOM and/or higher stable
material in M samples than in LF samples. Little variability of the entropy change is also
obtained among the different locations.

Table 3. Values of the Gibbs energy change of reaction (Equation (1)) obtained by applying the Roels
correlation, −ΔcGSOMR, and Sandler and Orbey correlation, −ΔcGSOMS&O, for LF and mineral, M,
samples, together with their respective entropy changes for Reaction (1). The residual standard error
for calculation of −ΔcGSOMR data is that reported by Roels, 18 kJ mol−1, and that for estimation of
−ΔcGSOMS&O is 21.5 kJmol−1 [26,27]. Samples ROG, BW, and NF are from the southeast of the UK.
Samples DC, G, and K are from the southwest of Ireland.

Samples
−ΔcGSOMR
kJ mol−1C

LF

−ΔcGSOMS&O
kJ mol−1C

LF

−ΔcGSOMR
kJ mol−1C

M

−ΔcGSOMS&O
kJ mol−1C

M

ROG 455 454 594 624
BW 448 446 568 593
NF 448 445 599 631
DC 445 442 689 742
G 477 481 659 705
K 465 466 581 609

Samples
ΔcSSOMR

J K−1mol−1C
LF

ΔcSSOMS&O
J K−1mol−1C

LF

ΔcSSOMR
J K−1mol−1C

M

ΔcSSOMS&O
J K−1mol−1C

M

ROG 20.1 16.8 −79.3 23.5
BW 23.5 16.8 −60.4 23.5
NF 26.8 16.8 −83.9 23.5
DC 26.9 16.8 −151.0 26.9
G 6.7 20.1 −127.5 26.9
K 13.4 16.8 −70.5 23.5

3.2. Thermodynamics of SOM Microbial Decomposition

Different calorimetric procedures address the bioenergetics of SOM decomposition.
Some of the main goals are the thermodynamic characterization of the biochemical reac-
tions involved in SMM [26,31], quantification of microbial metabolic efficiency [38–40],
monitoring the biodegradation of external organic sources by different microbial metabolic
paths [41], and its connection with microbial diversity [42].

Microbial diversity involves characterizing the composition of the microbial commu-
nity and studies about microbial metabolic diversity. Although both are interesting for
better characterization of soil biological properties, focusing on metabolic diversity could
be more useful if the goal is SOM biodegradation. This is because biodecomposition is
mainly ruled by enzyme diversity that has not necessarily been linked to higher microbial
composition diversity. Diverse microorganisms contain the same enzymatic machinery.
For this reason, higher diversity in microbial populations may not be reflected in biode-
composition rates. In most cases, these studies are still under development and there
is little information about the role of microbial diversity on thermodynamics, metabolic
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efficiency, and biodegradability. This review addresses some of the existing results covering
these topics.

3.2.1. Thermodynamic State Variables and Soil Microbial Diversity

The study of SOM biodecomposition by thermodynamic state variables determined
experimentally remains a distinct goal [26,43,44]. This subject has been discussed typically
on a theoretical basis [2,45] due to difficulties in calculating the thermodynamic state
variables for SMM.

Differences in soil properties and soil chemical and thermal composition yield distinct
microbial structures affecting the metabolic heat rate and the kinetics of decomposition
of external C sources. This is reflected in the profiles of the calorimetric plots [41,43] that
can be related to the decomposition of distinct substrates, but not to the genetic microbial
structure in soils. It is demonstrated by calorimetry that different microbial structures may
yield different metabolic efficiencies and that the CR may be sensitive to changes in the
soil microbial composition linked to a certain soil management [39]. Some results also
indicate how microbial diversity is involved in the sensitivity of the soils to temperature by
calorimetry [46,47], but there are difficulties in relating all of them to a certain microbial
structure because heat rates largely depend more on the enzymatic microbial diversity than
on the microbial composition. That is, diverse microorganisms contributing to microbial
genetic diversity can synthesize the same enzymes and run the same metabolic paths by
similar metabolic heat rates. In this sense, calorimetry would be more useful for studying
soil microbial metabolic diversity because it detects soil microbial biodegradation and
assimilation of different substrates constituting a method for quantitative assessment of
soil microbial metabolic diversity [41,43].

Nevertheless, none of those applications connects soil microbial diversity with ther-
modynamic functions.

This subsection provides some initial results connecting the thermodynamic character-
ization of SMM with the SOM thermodynamic properties shown in Tables 2 and 3. There
are some additional samples to reveal the possible connection between the thermodynamic
properties and the soil microbial metabolic diversity in mineral soil samples.

The enthalpy change of the microbial reaction taking place in a calorimeter can be
directly determined by calorespirometry and the CR which gives the thermodynamic state
variables for Equation (4). Table 4 shows the results obtained for the soil samples handled
in this review. In this case, only Sandler and Orbey’s model is applied to obtain Gibbs
energy. The reason is to avoid incongruences with the entropy change, as happened with
the characterization of SOM.

Table 4. Values for the calorespirometric ratio, CR, for the LF and M samples from the UK (ROG, BW, and NF) and
Ireland (DC, G, and K); the degree of reduction of substrates being metabolized, γr, is obtained By Equation (5). Assuming
CR represents the enthalpy change of Reaction (4), ΔrHSOM; Gibbs energy change for Reaction (4) is also obtained by
Sandler and Orbey’s correlation, ΔrGSOM, as well as entropy change for Reaction (4), obtained by Equation (3), ΔrSSOM..
Uncertainties for the degree of reduction and Gibbs energy change estimated from Sandler and Orbey’s correlation are the
same as reported in Tables 2 and 3. Standard deviation in CR samples is determined from two replicates of each sample.

Samples
−CR

kJ mol−1CO2-C
LF

−CR
kJ mol−1CO2-C

M

γ

LF
γ

M

−ΔrGSOM

kJmol−1C
LF

−ΔrGSOM

kJmol−1C
M

ΔrSSOM

JK−1mol−1C
LF

ΔrSSOM

JK−1mol−1C
M

ROG 423 ± 30 280 ± 7 3.88 2.57 427 283 16.0 10.6
BW 507 ± 19 276 ± 9 4.65 2.53 513 279 19.2 10.5
NF 312 ± 10 253 ± 12 2.86 2.32 316 256 11.8 9.6
DC 310 ± 44 400 ± 68 2.85 3.67 315 405 11.8 15.2
G 327 ± 41 485 ± 9 3.00 4.45 332 490 12.4 18.4
K 355 ± 51 421 ± 17 3.26 3.87 359 427 13.4 16.0
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Results in Table 4 show changes in the CR from LF to M samples and among samples
from different sites. Those differences can be explained by, or assumed as, changes in
microbial metabolism. LF samples from the same site in the UK (ROG, BW, and NF)
show decomposition of substrates at higher, the same, and lower degree of reduction than
carbohydrates. All LF samples from separate sites in Ireland have similar CR values in the
range reported for carbohydrate catabolism. Mineral samples from the UK show lower and
more stable CR values than LF samples, suggesting a change in the microbial metabolism,
characterized now by biodecomposition of substrates more oxidized than carbohydrates or
by a higher component of anaerobic metabolism as depth increases. Mineral samples from
Ireland show higher CR values than the LF ones, but in the carbohydrate range in all cases.

Gibbs energy follows the same trend as that of CR since the entropy change contributes
little to Gibbs energy at 25 ◦C (Table 4). Therefore, aerobic SOM biodecomposition is ruled
mainly by the enthalpy of the reactions. Consequently, values for Gibbs energy change
in M samples from the UK are less negative than those from Ireland, and the entropy
change is lower, suggesting that substrates being catabolized in mineral UK samples are
less structurally complex than the rest of samples. These features suggest SOM at different
degree of decomposition in all samples.

How these thermodynamic state variables contribute to the variance among samples
can be studied by PCA analysis, as shown in Figure 2 and by clustering in Figure 3.

Figure 2. PCA plot showing the distribution of soil samples along with the two principal components. Samples ROGLF,
BWLF, and NFLF are from the UK. Samples DCLF, GLF, and KLF come from Ireland. All of them represent the soil LF layer
and scatter on the left side of the plot. Mineral samples from the UK (ROGM, BWM, and NFM) appear concentrated in the
quadrant limited by the positive x and negative y-axis. Mineral samples from Ireland (DCM, GM, and KM) scatter along the
positive x and y-axis quadrant.
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Figure 3. Clusters of the soil samples based on their thermodynamic properties. LF samples from
the UK (ROGLF, BWLF, and KLF) and Ireland (DCLF, GLF, and KLF) form a cluster separated from
two clusters of mineral samples from the UK (ROGM, BWM, and NFM) and Ireland (DCM, GM,
and KM).

PCA shows that 99% of the variance can be explained by two principal components,
principal component 1 (PC1; 62.86%) and principal component 2 (PC2; 37.14%). The
thermodynamic state variables for Reaction (1), representing the SOM thermodynamic
properties, are the ones with higher contribution to component 1, while the thermodynamic
state variables determined for Reaction (4), representing SOM microbial catabolism, are
the ones with higher contribution to component 2. The distribution of samples in the PCA
plot in Figure 2 suggests spatial variation in their thermodynamic properties that can be
attributed to spatial changes in the composition of soil organic substrates.

Clusters by the thermodynamic state variables can be observed in Figure 3. There is a
clear differentiation between the LF layers and the mineral samples. Soil thermodynamic
properties vary with soil depth and denote different states of SOM transformation. Mineral
samples from the UK and Ireland form two different clusters, while the LF samples are
more overlapped.

All these samples come from the same forest ecosystem, oak. Although SOM decompo-
sition originates from oak leaves in all cases, the thermodynamic properties suggest diverse
products from the decomposition. This is in agreement with the ecological hypothesis for
coexisting microbial species on the same substrate by yielding different end products fol-
lowing thermodynamic constraints. Recent literature reveals how thermodynamics asserts
coexistence of various species by the Gibbs energy change available from the metabolic
conversions [44]. Results suggest that microbial coexistence, essential to keep microbial
diversity, is based on supporting reactions with low Gibbs energy change when using the
same substrate. Environments supporting reactions with low Gibbs energy change (more
negative) would allow more metabolic diversity than environments allowing reactions at
high Gibbs energy change (less negative). When microorganisms start to yield products
at similar Gibbs energy as reactants (higher Gibbs energy change), the system would be
evolving towards thermodynamic inhibition. Microorganisms overcome this limitation by
yielding different products at low concentrations in the environment. Under that theory,
mineral soils from the UK would be supporting lower microbial diversity and would be
closer to the thermodynamic inhibition (Gibbs energy change closer to zero) than those
from Ireland.
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The expected natural trend for survival would be by favoring the coexistence of a high
number of different metabolic conversions in the environment. The end products of these
metabolic conversions are reutilized as an energy source by the existing and/or by the new
microbial population, creating a niche for future microbial diversity through adaptation.
At the thermodynamic equilibrium (ΔG = 0), two species could not coexist in the same
niche, as stated by the competitive exclusion principle [48].

Recent additional work connecting Gibbs energy of dissolved organic matter, DOM,
with the microbial diversity [43] also links lower Gibbs energy values to higher microbial
diversity.

Microbial biodiversity is given by the number of OTUS of bacteria and fungi (Taxa_S)
and by the Shannon index of diversity for four additional mineral soil samples. The mineral
soil samples are Leonardite, a recalcitrant material without carbohydrates, a peat sample,
and two Cambisols under different management (pine forest and pasture) collected in
paired plots in the same location. These samples were surveyed and characterized in a
previous paper [47]. Results are reported in Table 5.

Table 5. Biological and thermodynamic properties determined for four different mineral soil samples. Microbial diversity
was determined by ARISA and is given by the Taxa_S and Shannon_H diversity indices for soil bacteria and fungi.
Reproducibility for −ΔcHSOM is 5%. The residual standard error is 21.5 kJ mol−1. CR values are the average of duplicates
with their standard deviation.

Samples
Taxa_S
Bacteria

Taxa_S
Fungi

Shannon
Bacteria

Shannon
Fungi

−ΔcHSOM

kJmol−1C
−ΔcGSOM

kJmol−1C
−CR

kJmol−1CO2-C
−ΔrGSOM

kJmol−1C

Leonardite 7 21 1.92 2.07 538 554 273 ± 14 276
Pahokee peat 8 15 1.93 2.19 545 551 463 ± 20 468

Cambisol pasture 28 11 3.07 2.20 489 495 495 ± 21 500
Cambisol pine 6 21 1.67 2.90 539 544 239 ± 18 242

Leonardite, Pahokee peat, and Cambisol under pine have SOM with ΔcHSOM higher
than carbohydrates, indicating more reduced substrates. Cambisol under pasture has a
lower ΔcHSOM (absolute values) than the other samples. Leonardite and Cambisol under
pine have less negative ΔrGSOM values and their CR values indicate that they are decom-
posing substrates more oxidized than carbohydrates, representing partial decomposition
of substrates or higher component of anaerobic metabolism [31,36]. Their ΔrGSOM values
indicate microorganisms degrading substrates from SOM at similar free energy to the
products. Leonardite contains no carbohydrates in its composition, Cambisol under pine,
yes, but shows a CR value similar to the sample without them. A possible explanation
could be that carbohydrates are physically protected in the Cambisol under pine, being
less available to microorganisms for that reason. Pahokee peat and Cambisol pasture have
CR values closer to their ΔcHSOM values suggesting degradation of carbohydrates and/or
humic material [36]. Peats have a weak mineral matrix and therefore carbohydrates are
more available to microorganisms than in Cambisol under pine. That yields lower ΔrGSOM
(more negative) than the other samples.

Samples with the lowest ΔcGSOM are those with SOM more reduced than carbohy-
drates, with just one exception. Those samples remain the ones with the lowest bacteria
diversity (lower Taxa_S values). The Cambisol sample under pasture with ΔcHSOM closer
to that of carbohydrates is the sample with the highest bacterial diversity, in both TAXA_S
and Shannon_H index. The Taxa_S of fungi is lower in the Cambisol sample under pasture
than those in the samples with more reduced substrates.

Leonardite and Cambisol pine, with similar CR values and the highest ΔrGSOM, both
have a similar microbiological composition characterized by higher Taxa_S of fungi than
that of bacteria. Pahokee peat and Cambisol under pasture have the lowest ΔrGSOM.
Pahokee peat presents a little higher microbial diversity than Leonardite (based on the
Shannon_H index) and higher bacteria diversity than Cambisol pine. Although the Cam-
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bisol under pasture have the highest bacteria diversity, the low Gibbs energy change of this
sample is not reflected in the fungi diversity data.

Figure 4 shows that there are two clear different groups based on the thermodynamic
state variables (Figure 4a): the peat and CambisolP1 under pasture also form a different
group from those of CambisolPi1 under Pine and Leonardite based on the microbial
diversity (Figure 4b).

Figure 4. The clusters of four mineral soils with differing chemical composition are shown as a
function of the thermodynamics state variables (a) and as a function of the microbial diversity data
in Table 5 (b).

Although the set of samples is too low for showing robust results, there is evidence
of the possible connection between these thermodynamic variables and the soil microbial
composition.

3.2.2. Microbial Diversity and Metabolic Carbon Use Efficiency

The measurement of the amount of soil C released to the atmosphere and the amount
kept by the soil system represents a way to predict how soil management can contribute
to global warming. The scarcity of methodologies to develop these measurements at
the microbiological level is responsible for creative alternatives to assess soil microbial
metabolic efficiency, defined as the capacity of the soil microbial population to keep C
as microbial biomass and that to release it as CO2. Calorimetry is one of the options for
that goal. It is considered currently as a method for measuring both metabolic carbon
use efficiency, CUE, and metabolic energy use efficiency, EUE, based on previous research
showing up applications for soils by calorimetry [39,49] and by calorespirometry [37].
Barros and Feijoo [39] developed a mass and energy balance to assess soil microbial
metabolic efficiency for glucose assimilation and compared it with the calorespirometric
models [50] to extend the quantification of metabolic CUE to other substrates than glucose.
Both models yielded similar values for microbial metabolic efficiency when glucose was
used as an external C source [50]. The problem with the calorespirometric models is the
limitation to substrates at a lesser degree of reduction than carbohydrates and microbial
biomass. This leads to attempts to improve the present thermodynamic models [39] as
well as comparisons with other methods [20,40] with satisfactory results for calorimetry.
Thermodynamic models for soil CUE and EUE assessment remain a subject that continues
evolving at the moment. The existing results provide knowledge about CUE sensitivity to
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soil management and microbial composition [39,46], the use of inorganic fertilizers [51],
or distinct metabolic paths [31]. The role of the soil microbial structure on the metabolic
efficiency is explained by studies conducting comparisons between general bacteria and
fungi population, demonstrating the importance of the fungi to bacteria ratio on CUE [52],
but there is not much information about the metabolic efficiency of numerous substrates
taking part in the soil microbial metabolic diversity [42] where calorespirometric procedures
could play a valuable role.

4. Discussion

The thermodynamic characterization of the soil system will play an interesting role in
assessing soil evolution and soil ecology; however, before starting these applications, there
is already some tasks with optimization of best procedures to yield the thermodynamic
state variables, as well as with the interpretation of them [16,20,26].

The existing methods for giving the redox state of SOM cause debate between the SOM
chemical formulation and the direct measurement of the SOM energy content [20,25,53].
Although both of them have pros and cons, they are the best options that we have by now
and are a good way to approach the degree of reduction of SOM or the oxidation state (one
directly yields the other) to apply them to different soil ecosystems.

The degree of reduction/oxidation of SOM is an option to give a number to the
concept of soil recalcitrance (an important goal for soil scientists as one of the procedures to
mitigate global warming [18]) and a way to link it to all aspects of soil microbial diversity.
It will directly inform us about changes in SOM chemical nature. This paper shows an
example of how the degree of reduction indicates the evolution of SOM towards a more
reduced state from the soil surface to 5 cm depth and how thermodynamic properties vary
among samples from different locations despite sustaining the same forest ecosystem.

The enthalpy of combustion and degree of reduction of SOM give us an idea of the
SOM nature through comparisons to well-known organic substrates common in soils such
as cellulose, lignin, proteins, and so on. For instance, M samples in Table 2 have SOM
more reduced than carbohydrates with values close to those reported for substrates such
as lignin, some amino acids, and organic acids [21,53]. This could be explained by the
influence on SOM from root exudates at that depth, but also by the SOM natural evolution
to a more aromatic state, as reported for original organic matter from oaks [54]. Therefore,
an increase in the degree of reduction of SOM with soil depth can be a consequence of a
higher degree of SOM transformation or degradation compared to that on the soil surface.
SOM in the LF layers has a degree of reduction/oxidation values close to those reported
for cellulose, lignocellulosic material, and tree leaves [21,53], compatible with a low degree
of SOM decomposition.

Measurement of SOM decomposition by calorespirometry yields the CR of the soil
microbial metabolism and the degree of reduction/oxidation of the substrates from SOM
being metabolized. By comparing the enthalpies of combustion of SOM to the CR, infor-
mation about SOM decomposition patterns is obtained. Results show some soils degrade
substrates from SOM at a similar degree of reduction as that measured for the entire SOM,
while others degrade substrates that can be more, or less, reduced than those of SOM. The
possible role of CR to discern metabolic patterns of SOM decomposition is still under devel-
opment [31]; it could help to support some of the existing theories for SOM decomposition
and evolution such as the SOM continuum model [26,55] and to assess other well-known
ecological theories such as the maximum power principle [19,21].

The redox state of SOM is the key part of the Gibbs energy change (ΔG) calculation.
The role of this thermodynamic variable for soils is still unknown, making it an attractive
option to inquire into. For future interpretations, it is essential to consider soil as an open
thermodynamic system holding irreversible metabolic microbial reactions. Thus, ΔG calcu-
lations should fix with these premises since the existing equations differentiate between
reversible and irreversible processes. Essential, also, is the calorimetric monitoring of the
soil microbial reactions because calorimeters are the sole option to detect the exothermic
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or endothermic nature of those reactions. The heat measured from the soil microbial res-
piration, the microbial growth reactions, and microbial maintenance are exothermic. The
combustion of SOM in the DSC is exothermic, too. Therefore, the enthalpy of combustion
and the CR are negative values. ΔG for any reaction can be positive or negative depending
on whether a reaction is, or is not, spontaneous. A negative ΔG is always expected for
spontaneous reactions. The use of the nominative degree of oxidation of SOM or NOSC,
to calculate ΔG involves positive and negative values, too. For this reason, the existing
equation to calculate ΔG from NOSC [16,20] can yield positive ΔG data. This could be
troublesome to interpret. On the contrary, thermodynamic models exerting the degree of
reduction of SOM always yield negative ΔG data. Most of the present models connecting
energy and degree of reduction or oxidation include limitations for the metabolism of
substrates more reduced than carbohydrates that remain unsolved.

Concerning the role of soil microbial diversity, thermodynamics may play a role in
determining the who, where, with whom, and why by the degree of reduction/oxidation
of SOM and Gibbs energy. When exploring the microbial structure of the soil samples in
this paper, differing degree of reduction of SOM involved changes in microbial diversity.
The soil sample at a degree of reduction closer to carbohydrates presented the highest
bacterial diversity (Shannon_H index and Tasa_S). Samples with SOM at a higher degree of
reduction than carbohydrates showed higher fungi diversity than bacteria, as reported [52].
It seems that bacteria would prefer carbohydrates, while fungi would select SOM at a
more substantial degree of decomposition or substrates more reduced than carbohydrates,
such as lignin. The varying degree of SOM decomposition would be responsible for the
spatial variation of the SOM redox state and the different Gibbs energy values. The reason
for this variability is attached to microbial diversity by a type of paper connecting Gibbs
energy and microbial diversity to dissolved organic matter, DOM, which solely represents
the labile SOM fraction. In this work, Gibbs energy is determined for the entire SOM
macromolecule. The preliminary results evidence that Gibbs energy could be sensitive
to the soil microbial composition, as reported for DOM. Results in this review suggest,
also, that different Gibbs energy values may not accompany greater or lower microbial
diversity (structurally and metabolically), but rather changes in the bacterial diversity to
fungi diversity relations [52].

This paper also evidences that the same soil type under different management (Cam-
bisol under pine and pasture from paired plots in the same location) yields varied microbial
structure and thermodynamic properties. Pasture holds SOM with an enthalpy of com-
bustion close to carbohydrates and lignocellulosic material [31,36], while pine has more
reduced SOM than carbohydrates. In this particular case, higher Gibbs energy change of
SOM microbial decomposition in pine is attached to higher fungi diversity, while lower
Gibbs energy change is obtained for higher bacterial diversity in the pasture. Cambisol
under pasture catabolized substrates at a degree of reduction close to that of the entire
SOM with metabolic ΔG values close to those from SOM combustion. Cambisol under pine
degrades substrates more oxidized than SOM, yielding higher (less negative) ΔG values.
This could be explained by the different microbial structure, too. Both samples are yielding
diverse products from SOM biodecomposition as a consequence of their metabolism and,
therefore, building SOM with different thermodynamic properties. This explains the spatial
variability of SOM properties [26,44] and supports ecological theories of coexistence based
on biodiversity and competitive exclusion principles [48].

5. Conclusions

Soil thermodynamic properties appear to be sensitive to soil chemical and biological
nature and could be acting as the drivers of the soil properties, defining the shape of the
microbial community and their functions. Those functions would evolve by adapting to
thermodynamic constraints based on the SOM redox state and the available Gibbs energy.
Therefore, to gain accuracy in determining and interpreting the thermodynamic state
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variables, will be essential to discern strategies for soil survival and soil evolution. The
way towards that goal has started.
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